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guilty. Can you conclude that the person is innocent? Why or why not? Why do you th ink ou r legal system demands that prosecutors prove gu ilt, rathe r than demanding that defendants (suspects) p rove innocence? How is this idea related to the fallacy o f appeal to igno rance? lf='MI#!ji Hasty
Generalization "Two cases of childhood leukemia have occurred along the street where the high-voltage power lines run. The power lines must be the cause of these illnesses." l11ere is no proof that p is true; therefore ... l pis false. FIGURE 1.3 The fallacy of appeal to ignorance. 8 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking
Crit ically A and Bare linked on.e or a few times; therefore 1 A causes B (or vice versa). FIGURE 1.4 The fallacy of hasty generalization. Analysis The premise of this argument cites two cases of leukemia, but two cases are not enough to establish a pattern, let alone to conclude that the power lines
caused the illnesses. The fallacy here is hasty generalization, in wh ich a conclusion is d rawn from an inadequate number of cases o r from cases that have not been sufficiently analyzed. If any connection between power lines and leukemia existS, it would have to be established with far more evidence
than is provided in this argument. (In fact, decades of research have found no connection between power lines and illness.) We can represent this fallacy with a diagram in which A and B represent two linked eventS (Figure 1.4). ., Now try Exercise 14. IJ!SJ.i!Q!ij Limited Choice "You don't support the
President, so you a re not a patriotic American." Analysis Th is a rgument has the form pis false; therefore .. 1 onl}' If can be true. FIGURE 1.5 The fallacy of limited choice. Premise: You don't support the President. Conclusion: You are not a patriotic American. The argument suggestS that the re are only
two types o f Americans: patriotic ones who support the President and unpatriotic ones who don't. But the re are many other poss ibilities, such as being patriotic while disliking a particular President. This fallacy is called limited choice (or false dilemma) because it artificially precludes choices that ought to
be conside red. Figure 1.5 shows one common form o f this fallacy. Limited choice also arises with questions such as "Have you stopped smoking?" Because both yes and no answers imply that you smoked in the past, the question p recludes the possibil ity that you neve r smoked. (In legal proceedings,
questions of this type are disallowed because they allempt to "lead the witness.") Anothe r simple and common fo rm o f th is fallacy is "You're wrong, so I must be right." ., Now try Exercise 15. IJ!SJ.i!Q!jj Appeal to Emotion In ads fo r Michelin tires, a picture of a baby is shown with the words "because so
much is rid ing on your ti res." Analysis If we can cons ider this to be an argument at all , it has the fo rm p is associated with a positive emotional response; tllerefo re ... l pis true. FIGURE 1.6 to emotion. The fallacy of appeal Premise: You love you r baby. Conclusion: You should buy Michelin tires. The
advertise rs hope that the love you feel for a baby will make you want to buy thei r tires. This attempt to evoke an emotional response as a tool of persuasion rep resentS the fallacy of appeal to emotion. Figure 1.6 shows its fo rm when the emotional response is positive. Sometimes the appeal is to
negative emotions. Fo r example, the statement "If my opponent is elected, you r taxes will rise" tries to convince you that electing the othe r candidate will lead to consequences you won't like. (In th is negative form, the fallacy is sometimes called appeal to force.) ., Now try Exercise 16. IJ!SMIQ!il
Personal Attack You slwuld stop drinhing because it5 hurting your grades, endangering people when you drin/1 and drive, and destroying your relationship with your family. Me rle: I've seen you drinh a Jew too many on occasion yourself! Gwen: Analysis Gwen's argument is well reasoned, with premises
offering strong support fo r he r conclusion that Me rle should stop drinking. Merle rej ects this a rgument by 1A noting that Gwen sometimes drinks too much hersel f. Even if Merle's claim is true, it is irrelevant to Gwen's point. Me rle has resorted to attacking Gwen personally rather than a rgu ing
logically, so we call th is fallacy personal attach (Figu re 1. 7). (It is also called ad hominem , Latin for "to the person.") The fallacy o f personal attack can also apply to groups. For example, someone might say, "Th is new bill will be an environmental disaste r because itS sponsors received large campaign
contributions from oil companies." This a rgument is fallacious because it doesn't challenge the provisions of the bill, but only questions the motives ,. Now try Exercise 17. of the sponsors. Li vi ng in the Media Age 9 I ha ..~e a problem wich the person or group ' T" p is uot true. FIGURE 1.7 The fallacy of
personal attack. Think About It A person's (or group's) character, c ircumstances, o r motives can sometimes be relevant to an a rgument. That is why, for example, witnesses in criminal cases often a re asked questions about the ir personal lives. If you were a judge, how would you decide when to allow
such questions1 if:JijHIQ!¥:1 Circular Reasoning "Society has an obligation to provide health insurance because health care is a right of citizenship." Analysis This a rgument s tates the conclusion (Society has an obligation to provide l1ealth insurance) before the premise (health care is a citizen~ right),
which is fairly common and is gene rally acceptable. But in this case, the premise and the conclusion both say essentially the same thing, because social obligations are generally based on definitions of accepted rights. This argument the refore suffe rs from circular reasoning (Figure 1.8). 1> Now try
Exercise 18. lf='MIQ!¥1 FIGURE 1.8 The fallacy of circular reasoning. Diversion (Red Herring) "We should not continue to fund cloning research because the re are so many eth ical issues involved. Strong ethical foundations are necessary to the p rope r functioning of society, so we cannot afford to have
too many ethical loose ends." Analysis The argument begins with itS conclusion- we should not continue to fund cloning research. Howeve r, the discussion is all about ethics. This argument representS the fallacy of diversion (Figure 1.9) because it attemptS to divert attention from the real issue (funding
for cloning research) by focusing on another issue (ethics). The issue to which attention is dive rted is sometimes called a red herring. (A herring is a fish that turns red when rotten. Use of the term red luorring to mean a d iversion can be traced back to the 19th century, when British fugitives discovered
that they could dive rt bloodhounds that we re pursuing them by rubbing a red herring across the ir trail.) Note that pe rsonal attacks (see Example 7) are often used as dive rsions. 1> Now try Exercise 19. lfl'ijHIQ!ilel Straw Man Suppose that the mayor of a large city proposes decriminalizing d rug
possession in order to reduce overc rowding in jails and save money on enforcement. His challenger in the upcoming election says, "The mayor doesn't think there's anything wrong with d rug use, but I do." Analysis The mayor d id not say that drug use is acceptable. His proposal fo r decrim inalization is
designed to solve another p roblem-ove rcrowding of j ails- and tells us nothing about his general views on drug use. The speaker has disto rted the mayo r's views. Any a rgument based on a disto rtion of someone$ words or beliefs is called a straw man (F igure 1.10). The term comes from the idea that
the speaker has used a poor representation of a pe rson's beliefs in the same way that a straw man is a poo r representation p is rd:ued m iJ an.d [ ha...~e an argume,nc con.ce,nl.ing IJ; therefore ... ! pis crue. FIGURE 1.9 The fallacy of diversion. 10 CHAPTER 1 Thinking Crit ically [ ha...~e an argument
concerning a dis[orted version of p; therefore .. . ! I hope you are fooled into concluding [ have an argume,nc con.ce,r ning che real ve,rsion ofp. FIGURE 1.10 The straw man fallacy. of a real man. A straw man is s imila r to a d iversion. The primary d iffe rence is that a dive rsion a rgues against an
unrelated issue, while the straw man argues against a distoned version of the real issue. 1> Now try Exercise 20. Evaluating Media Information The fallacies we've discussed represent only a small sample of the many tactics used by individuals, groups, and companies seeking to shape your op inions.
There are no foolproof ways to be su re that a particular piece of media information is reliable. However, there are a few guidelines, summarized in the following box, that can be helpful. Keep these ideas in mind not only as you evaluate media information , but also as you continue your study in this
course. As you will see, much of the rest of this book is devoted to learning to evaluate quantitative information using the same general criteria given in the box. Five Steps to Evaluating Media Information 1. Consider the source. Are you see ing the info rmation from its original source, and if not, can you
track down the original source? Does this source have credibility on this issue? Be espec ially careful to make sure this source is what you think it is; many websites that spread fake news make themselves look like the legitimate sites of real news organ izations. 2. Check the date. Can you determine
when the information was written? Is it still relevant, or is it outdated? 3. Validate accuracy. Can you validate the info rmation from other sou rces (such as major news websites)? Do you have good reason to believe it is accu rate? Does it contain anything that makes you suspicious? 4. Watch for hidden
agendas. Is the information presented fairly and objectively, or is it manipulated to se rve some particular o r hidden agenda? 5. Don't miss the big picture. Even if a p iece of med ia information passes all the above tests, step back and consider whether it makes sense. For example, does it conflict with
other th ings you think are true, and if so, how can you resolve the conflict? BY THE WAY------o The Mars claim has been circulated so much that it is known as the "Mars hoax." While it is untrue, Mars does become as bright or brighter than any star in our night sky for several weeks around the times
when it comes closest to us in its orbit. which happens about every 26 months. Recent or upcoming dates when Mars reaches peak bright· ness are: July 27, 2018; October 13, 2020; and December 8, 2022. l!iiMIQiiii Mars in the Night Sky Evaluate the Mars claim from the chapter opener: "On August 27,
Mars will look as large and bright as the full Moon. Don't miss it, because no one alive today will ever see this again." Analysis Let's apply the five steps for evaluating media information: 1. Consider the source. The original sou rce of the claim is not given, which means you have no way to know if the sou
rce is autho ritative. Th is should make you immediately susp icious of the claim. 2. Check the date. Although the claim sounds specific in citing August 27 for the event, no year is given, so you have no way to know if the claim is intended to apply to this yea r, every year, or a particular past or future year.
This should increase your concern about the claim. 3. Validate accuracy. The cla im is easy to look up, and you'll find numerous websites stating that it is untrue and that the same false claim circulates annually. Of course, you should also check the validity of these websites befo re believing them, but
you'll find some are reliable sources such as NASA or well-respected news s ites. We therefore conclude that the correct answer to the chapter-opening question is 0 the claim is false. But let's continue with the last two steps anyway. 4.0U R WORLD a. a series of statements in which the conclusion
comes before the premises b. a list of premises that do not lead to a conclusion c. a series of statements that generate heated debate 4. An argument in which the conclusion essentially restates the premise is an example of a. circ ular reasoning. b. limited choice. c. logic. 11 12 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit
ically 5. The fallacy of appeal to ignorance occurs when a. the fact that a statement!' is true is taken to imply that the opposite of p must be false. b. the fact thai we cannot prove a Sl.a tcmcnt p 10 be true is 1aken 10 imply that p IS false. c. a conclusion p IS diSregarded because the person who slated It is
ignorant. 6. Consider the argumcn1 "I don'1 suppon the Presidents 1ax plan because I don't 1rus1 h1s momes." What is Lhe conclusion of LhiS argumen1? a. I don'ltrust his mou,es. b. I don't suppon the Presidenl's 13X plan. c. The President is no1 truslwonhy. 7. Consider again the argumen1 " I don'1
support the President's 13X plan because I don'! trus t his mo1ivcs." This argument is an example of a. a well-reasoncd,logical argument. 8. The argumem "You don't like soccer so you can't be a spons fan" is an example of a. a well-reasoned, logical argument. b. the fallacy of dh·ersion. c. the fallacy of
limited choice. 9 . Suppose that the fact that event A occurred before evem B is used 10 conclude that A caused 8. ThiS IS an example of a. a well-reasoned, logical argument. b. the fallacy of false cause. c. the fallacy of hasty generalization. 10. \Vhen we speak of a straw man in an argument, we mean
a. a misrepresenl3tion of someone else's idea or belief. b. a person who has not used good logic. c. an argument so weak it seems to be made of s1raw. b. the fallacy or personal auack. c. the fallacy o r appeal1o emo tion. :-f:·~e~·d·s~~. iA . .i ' ...................................... ' REVIEW QUESTIONS 1. What is
logic? Bnefly explam how logic can be useful. 2. How do we dcfme argument? Wha1 is 1he basic structure of an argument? 3. What is a Jalltu:)? Choose 1hree examples of fallacies from this unn, and, m your own words. describe how 1he given argument IS decepu,c. 4. Summa me the fi,e steps g1ven
m thiS unn for evaluatmg media mfonnauon, and explain how you can apply them. DOES IT MAKE SENSE? DeS must be widespread. 15. (Li mited c hoice) He refused to testify by invoking his Fifth Amendment righLS, so he must be guihy. 16. (Appeal to emotion) Thousands o f unarmed l>eople, many
of them children, are killed by fi rearms every year. II'S time we ban th e sale o f guns. 17. (Personal auack) Senator SmiLh's b ill on agricultural policy is a s ham, because he has accepted contributio ns from compa· nics that sell genetically modified crop seeds. 18. (Circular reasoning) hs illegal to drive
faster 1han 1hc speed limit and breaking the law makes you a cnminal , so drivers who exceed Lhe speed lima are crimmals. 1A Living in t he M edia Age 13 19. (Diversion) Good grad es are needed to get into college, and a college diplo ma is necessary for a s uccessful career. Therefore, attendance
should count in high school grades. 37. Responding to Democrats who support doubling the federal minimum wage, a Republican says, "The Democrats think that everyone should have the same income." 20. (Straw man) The mayor wan ts to raise taxes to fund social p rograms, so she must not believe
in th e value of hard work. 38. The giant sea squid (Arcltiteuthis dux) has never been observed in its deep-water habitat, so it must be extinct in the wild. 21-24: Med ia Claims. Each of the following claims can easily be checked on the Web. Do a check, state whether the claim is true or false, and briefly
explain why. 21. Barack Obama's moth er-in-law, Marian Robinson, receives a $160,000 pension for babysitting her granddaughters while Obama was president. 39. My little boy loves dolls and my little girl loves trucks, so there's no truth to the claim that boys are more interested in mechanical toys while
girls prefer maternal toys. 22 . Two grandsons of the tenth U.S. President, j ohn Tyler (1841- 1845), were still alive in 2013. 23. On December 12, 2016, President Obama ordered a ban on sending Christmas cards to members o f the m ilitary. 24. Actor Tom Hanks has a brother, j im, who sounds so much
like Tom that jim does voice work for Tom. FURTHER APPLICATIONS 25-40: Recognizing Fallacies. In the following arguments, identify the premise(s) and conclusion, explain why the argument is deceptive, and, if possible, identify the type of fallacy it represents. 25. I ate oysters for d inner and later
that n ight I had a nightmare. Oysters caused my nightmare. 26. There are approximately 40,000 Chinese restaurants in America compared to about 14,000 McDonald's. Chinese food is preferable to hamburgers. 40. Responding to Republicans who want to d eregu late oil and gas exploration, a
Democrat says, "Republicans don't think that government can improve society .. . ." 41-44: Additional Fallacies. Consider the following fallacies (which a re not discussed in the text). Explain why the fallacy applies to the example and create your own argument that displays the same fallacy. 4 L The fallacy
of divL~ion has this fonn: 27. All the n urses in Belvedere Hospi tal are women, so women are better qualified for med ical jobs. Premise: Conclusion: 28. The governor wants to sell public lands to an energy exploration company. But he's an uncrustwonhy opportu nist, so I oppose th is land sale.
Example: 29. My uncle never drank alcohol and lived to be 93 years old. That's how I know that avoiding alcohol leads to greater longevity 30. The state has no right to take a life, so the death penalty s hould be abolished . 31. Miguel de Cervantes's book Don Quixote is popular because an estimated 500
mill ion copies have been sold since it was p ublished in 1612. 32. Claims that fracking causes earthquakes are ridiculous. I live near an oil well and have never felt an earthquake. 33. An audit of the last charity I gave to s howed that most of the money was used to pay adminis trators in the front office.
Charities cannot be trusted. 34. Prison overcrowding is a crisis that we must alleviate through increased use of capital p unishment. 35. The senator is a member o f the National Rifle Association, so I'm sure she opposes a ban on large-capacity magazines for ammuni tion. 36. Wider highways can relieve
traffic congestion, so we should build wider h ighways to beneflt the touris t industry. X has some property. All things or people that belong to X must have the same property. Americans use more gasoline than Europeans, so jake, who is an American, must use more gasoline than Europeans. 42. The
gamblers fallacy has this form: Premise: Conclusion: Example: X has been happening more than it should . X will come to an end soon. It has rained for 10 days, which is u nusual around here. Tomorrow will be sunny. 43. The slippery slope fallacy has this form: Premise: Conclusion: Example: X has
occurred and is related to Y. Y will inevitably occur. America has sent troops to three countries recently Before you know it, we will have troops everywhere. 44. The middle ground fallacy has th is form: Premise: Conclusion: Example: X and Y are two extreme positions on a question. Z, which lies between
X and Y. must be correct. Senator Peters su pports a large tax cut, and Senator Willis supports no tax cut. That means a small tax cut must be the best policy. 14 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit ically IN YOUR WORLD 45. Evaluating Media Information. Choose a current topic of policy d iscussiOn (examples
might include gun COntTOI, health care, tax policy, or many other topics). Find a website that argues on one s1de or the other of the 10p1c. Evaluate the arguments based on the lh·e steps for evaluaung medta information given in t1us umt. \Vnte a short rcpon on the Site you visited and your conclus1ons
about the rehab1lny of liS mforrnation. 46. Snopes. Vlsu the Snopes.com websue and choose one topic from its hst of the "honest urban legends." In one or rwo paragraphs, summarize the legend, whether il is true or false, and why. 4 7. Checking Fa Now try Exercises 31-36. lfj#J&i#!ij Triple Conjunction
Suppose you are given three ind ividual propositions p, q and r. Make a truth table fo r the conjunction p and q and r. Unde r what ci rcumstances is the conj unction true? Solution We already know that the statement p and q has four poss ible cases fo r truth values. For each of these four cases,
proposition r can be eithe r true or false. Therefore, the statement p and q and r has 4 X 2 = 8 possible cases fo r truth values. The following truth table contains a row fo r each of the eight cases. Note that the fou r cases for p and q each appear twice, once with r true and once wi th r false. p (/ r p and ll
and r T T T T F F F F T T F F T T F F T F T F T F T F T F F F F F F F The conj unction p and q and r is true only if all th ree statements are true, as shown in the first row. 1> Now try Exercises 37-38. BY THE WAY---------Logical rules lie at the heart of modern computer science. Computers generally
represent the numbers 0 and 1 with electric current: No current in the circuit means 0, and current in the circuit means 1. Computer scientists then think of 1 as true and 0 as false and use logical connectors to design circuits. For example, an and circuit allows current to pass (its value becomes 1 = true)
only if both incoming circuits carry current. 18 CHAPTER 1 Thinking Crit ically Think About It Given four propositions p, q, r, and s, how many rows are required fo r a truth table of the conjunction p and q and rands? When is the conjunction true1 Understanding Or The connector or can have two different
meanings. If a health insurance policy says that it covers hospitalization in cases of illness or injury, it probably means that it covers either illness or injury o r both. This is an example of the inclusive or that means "either or both." In contrast, when a restaurant offers a choice of soup or salad, you p
robably a re not supposed to choose both. This is an example of the exclusive or that means "one or the other." Two Types of Or The word or can be interpreted in two d istinct ways: • An inclusive or means "eithe r o r both." • An exclus ive or means "one or the othe r, but not both." In eve ryday life, we
determine whether an or statement is inclusive o r exclus ive by its context. But in logic, we assume that or is inclusive unless told othe rwise. lifliJ¥1dj\J Inclusive or Exclusive? Kevin's insurance policy states that his house is insured for earthquake, fire, o r robbery. Imagine that a majo r earthquake levels
much of his house, the rest burns in a fire, and his remaining valuables a re looted in the afte rmath. Would Kevin prefe r that the or in his insu rance policy be inclusive o r exclusive? Why? Solution He would p refer an inclusive or so that his losses from all three events (earthquake, fire , looting) would be
covered. If the or were exclusive, the insurance would cover only one of the losses. 1> Now try Exercises 39-44. Or Statements (Disjunctions) A compound statement made with or is called a d isj unction. We assume that the or is inclusive, so the disjunction p or q is true if either or both propositions a re
true. A disjunction p or q is false only if both ind ividual propositions a re false. The logic of Or Given two propos itions, p and q, the statement p or Cf is called the ir disju nction. In logic, we assume that or is inclusive, so the disjunction is true if eithe r o r both propositions are true, and false only if both
propositions are false. These rules lead to the following truth table. lf T T F F T F T F Truth Table for Disjunction p or q p or Cf ...- case I: p, q both true, sop or q is true T ...- case 2: p true, sop or q is true T ...- case 3: q true, sop or q is true T ...- case 4: p, q both false, sop or q is false F 1> Now try
Exercises 45-50. 1 B Propositions and Truth Values iifj$J.ti§!IJ 19 BY THE WAY--------- - Smart Cows? Consider the statement Airplanes can fly or cows can read. Is it true1 Solution The s tatement is a d isjunction of two propositions: (1) airplanes can fly; (2) cows can read. The first propos ition is clearly
true, while the second is clearly false, wh ich makes the disjunction p or l/ true. That is, the statement Airplanes can fly or cows can read is true. ,.. Now try Exercises 51-56. If . . . Then Statements (Conditionals) Another common way to connect propos itions is with the words if.. .then, as in the s tate ment
"If all politicians a re liars, then Rep rese ntative Smith is a lia r." Statements of this type a re called conditional propositions (o r implications) because they propose so mething to be true (the then part of the statement) on the condition that something else is true (the if part of the statement). We can
represent a cond itional proposition as if p, then q, whe re proposition p is called the hypothesis (or antecedent) and p roposition q is called the conclusion (o r consequent). Let's use an example to discover the truth table fo r a conditional p roposition. Suppose that while running for Congress, cand idate
jones claimed: If I am elected, then tllf minimum wage will increase. This p roposition has the standa rd fo rm if p, then q, where p = I am elected and q = the minimum wage will increase. Because each individual propos ition can be eithe r true o r false, we must co nsider fou r poss ible cases for the truth
value of if p, then q: l. p and q both true. In this case, jones was elected (p true) and the minimum wage increased (q true). jones kept he r campaign promise, so he r claim, If I am elected, then the mininwm wage will increase, was true. 2. p true and q false. In this case,jones was elected, but the minimum
wage did not increase. Because things did not turn out as she p romised, her claim, If I am elected, then the minimum wage will increase, was false. 3. p false and q true. This is the case in wh ich jones was not elected, yet the minimum wage still increased. The conditional statement makes a claim about
what should happen in the event that jones is elected. Because she was not elected, she su rely d id not b reak any campaign promise, regardless o f whethe r o r not the minimum wage inc reased. It is a rule of logic that we cons ide r jones's claim to be true in th is case. 4. p and q both false. Now we
have the case in which jones was not elected and the minimum wage did not increase. Again, because she was not elected, she surely did not violate her campaign promise, even though the minimum wage did not increase. As in the previous case, jones's claim is true. In s ummary, the s tatement if p,
then q is true in all cases except when the hypothes is p is true and the conclusion q is false. Here is the truth table: Truth Ta ble for Conditional if p, then q p q if p, tlten l/ T T F F T F T T F F T T ,.. Now try Exercises 57-58. Most search engines automatically connect words in the search box with the
logical connector AND. For example, a search on television entertainment is really a search on •television AND entertainment, • and it will return any Web page that has both words, regardless of whether the words come together. If you want to search for the exact phrase •television entertainment, • you
should include quotation marks when you enter it. 20 CHAPTER 1 Thinking Crit ically The Logic of if._. then A statement of the form if p, then q is called a conditional proposition (or implication). Proposition pis called the hypothesis and proposition q is called the conclusion. The conditional if p, then q is
true in all cases except the case in which p is true and q is false. Think About It Suppose cand idate jones had made the following campaign p romise: If I am elected, I will personally eliminate all poverty on Earth. According to the rules of logic for cases (3) and ( 4) above, we consider this statement to be
true in the event that jones is not elected. Is this logical definition of truth the same one that you would use if you heard he r make this promise1 Explain. i;:tMI§ii:l Conditional Truths Evaluate the truth of the statement if2 + 2 = 5, then 3 + 3 = 4. = Solution The statement has the fo rm if p, then q, where p is
2 + 2 5 and q is 3 +3 4. Both p and q a re clearly false. Howeve r, acco rding to the rules of logic, the conditional if p, tl1en q is true any lime p is false , rega rdless of what q says. Therefore, the statement if2 + 2 5 , then 3 + 3 4 is true. .,. Now try Exercises 59-66. = = = Alternative Phrasings of
Conditionals In ordina ry language, conditional StatementS don't always appear in the standard form then q. In such cases, it can be useful to rephrase the statements in the standard fo rm. For example, the statement I'm not coming bach if r leave has the same mean ing as If I leave, tl1en I'm not coming
bach. Similarly, the Statement More rain will lead to a flood can be recast as If there is more rain, then tl1ere will be a flood. Two common ways of phrasing conditionals use the words necessary and sufficient. Consider the true statement If you are living, then you are breatl1ing. We can rephrase this
statement as Breathing is necessary for living. Note that th is statement does not imply that b reathing is the only necessity for living; in this case, it is one of many necessities (including eating, b reath ing, and having a heartbeat). More generally, any true statement of the fo rm if p, then Cf is equ ivalent to
the statement q is necessary for p. Now conside r the true statement If you are in Denver, then you are in Colorado. We can reph rase th is statement as Being in Denver is sufficient for being in Colorado, because Denver is a city in Colorado. Note, however, that being in Denver is not necessary for being
in Colorado, because you could also be in othe r places in the state. More generally, any true statement of the form if p, tl1en q is equivalent to the statement pis sufficient for q. if p, H ISTORICAL NOTE _ ___, The system of logic presented in this chapter was first developed by the ancient Greeks and is
called binary logic be c. If the car does not have gas, then the engine is not running. 9. Two statements are logically equivalent if a. they mean the same thing. a. 2 b. they have the same truth values. b. 4 c. they are both true. c. 8 5. Suppose the statement p or q is true. Then you can be certain that 10.
Consider the statement You've got LO play if you wanL LO win. If you put this statement in the fonn if p, then q, the wording of q would be a. pis true. a. You've got to play b. q is true. b. You want to win. c. one or both of the statements are true. c. You've got to play if you want to win. 18 _,,,,, Proposit io ns
a nd Truth Va lues 23 .................................. ~ Exercises lB [ -· ............ ................... REVIEW QUESTIONS 1. What as a proposuion? Gave a few examples, and explain why each IS a proposauon. 2. What do we mean by the negation or a proposition? Make up your own example or a proposanon and itS
negation. 3. Define conjunctaon, disjunCtion, and conditional, and give an example or each an words. 4. What is the dafference between an inclusive or and an exclusive or? Give an example or each. 5. Make a truth table for each or the following: p and q; p or q; if p, then q. Explain all the tru th values in
the tables. 6. Describe how to state the converse, inve.rsc, and conrrapositive or a conditional proposition. Make a truth table for each. Which statement is logically equivalent to the original conditional? DOES IT MAKE SENSE? Decide whether each of the following statements makes sense (or is dearly
true) or does not make sense (or is dearly false). Explain your reasoning. 7. My logical proposition is a question that you must answer. 8. The mayor opposes repealing the ban on handguns, so he must support gun control. 9. We intend to catch him, dead or ali,·e. 10. When Salt) is depressed, she liStens
to music. I saw her today IIStemng to musac, so she must ha,·e been depressed. 11. Now thatl\e studaed !ogle, I can always determine the truth of any statement by makmg a truth table for it. 12. If all novels are books, then all books arc novels. BASIC SKILLS & CONCEPTS 13-18: A Proposition?
Determtne whether the following statements are proposrtions, and give an explanation. 13. The sky is the limit. 14. To be or not to be. 15. Back to the future. 16. Some sycophants arc SOt>Oriflc. 17. What were you thinking? 18. The deposed leader was corrupt. 19-22: Negation. Write the negation of the
given proposition. Then state the truth value of the original proposition and its negation. 19. Asia is in the northern hemisphere. 23-28: Multiple Negations. Explam the meaning of the given statement, which contains a multiple negation. Then answer the question that follows. 23. Sarah did not dcclme the
offer to go to dmner. Dad Sarah go to dmner? 24. The mayor opposes the ban on ann-Cracking ralites. Does the mayor approve of allowang the rallies? 25. The President vetoed the bill to cut taxes. Based on this veto, will taxes be lowered? 26. The House failed to o1·crtum the , ·eto on a ball that would
stop logging. Based on this vote, wall logging cont inuc? 2 7. Sue disavows association with any organ izat ion that opposes planting new trees in the park. Docs Sue want new trees planted in the park? 28. The senator opposes overrid ing the governors veto or the bill. Does the senator support the bill?
29-30: Truth Tables. Make a truth table for the given statement. The letters p, q, r, and s represent propositions. 29. qand r 30. p and s 31-36: And Statements. The following statements have the form p and q. State p and q, and give their truth values Then determine whether the conjunctton (the and
statement) is true or false, and explain why. 3 1. Dogs are arumals and oak trees are plantS. 32. 12 +6 = 18 and 3 X 5 = 8. 33. Venus IS a planet and the Sun IS a star. 34. Emily Dickmson was a poet and Kan)·e West is a MaJOr League pucher. 35. All bards can fly and some flsh he an trees. 36. Not all
men arc tall and not all women arc short. 37-38: Truth Tables. Make a truth table for the given statement. Assume that p, q, r, and s represent propositions. 37. qand ra11ds 38. p a11d q and rand s 39-44: Interpreting or. State whether or is used in the inclusive or exclusive sense in the following
propositions. 39. l will either walk or ride a bike to the park. 40. Before the entree, you have a choice or soup or salad. 41. The next book I'll read will be the Bible or the Koran. 20. Peru is in the northern hemisphere. 42. The oil change is good for 5000 miles or 3 months. 21. The Bcatles were not a
German band. 43. I would like to scuba dive or surf on my next vacation. 22. Earth is the center or the una verse. 44. The msurance policy covers fare or theft. 24 CHAPTER 1 Think ing Critically 76. lf I am usmg eleclnCII), then the lightS arc on. 4S-50: Truth Tables. Make a truth table for the given
statement. Assume that p, q. r, and s represent propositions. 77. If the engme 45. ror s 78. lf the polar ICC caps melt, then the oceans will rise. IS runmng, then there is gas in the rank. 46. p orr 47. p and (1101 p) 48. q or ( nor q) FURTHER APPLICATIONS 79-82: Famous Quotes. Rephrase the following
quotations using one or more conditional statements (if p, then q). 4·9. p or q orr 50. p or ( nor p) or q 79. "Without passion. you don't have energy. Without energy. )'Ou ha,•e n01hing." -Donald Trump 51-56: Or Statements. The following statements have the form p or q. State p and q, and give their truth
values. Then determ•ne whether the disjunction (or statement) is true or false, and explain why. 80. "Change \\111 not come if we wait for some other person or some other tune." -&rack Obama. 5 1. ElepluniS arc ammals or elephantS arc plantS. 8 1. · e,-en if you're n1ppmg fries at McDonald's, if )'OU
arc excellent, C\'Crybod)• wants 10 be m your lme." -Oprah Winfi'C)• 52. The Nile Rwer is m Europe or the Ganges R1ver IS m As1a. = 15 or 3 + 5 = 8 . 2 + 2 = 5 or 3 + 3 = 7. 53. 3 X S 54. 82. · Give me SIX hours to chop down a tree and I \\ill spend the first four sharpenmg the axe." -Abraham Lincoln
55. Cars swim or dolphins fl)'· 83-87: Writing Conditional Propositions. Create your own example of a proposition that has the given property, 56. Oranges or bananas are round. 83. A true conditional proposition whose converse is false 57-58: Truth Tables. Make a trut h table for the given statement.
Assume that p, q, r, and s represent propositions. 84. A true conditional proposition whose converse is true 57. if p, rhen ' 86. A false conditional proposttion whose inverse is true 58. if q. rhe11 s 85. A true conditional proposition whose contraposirh•e is true 87. A false condmonal proposition with a true
com·erse 5~: If... then Statements. Identify the hypothesis and the conclusion in the followmg conditiOnal propositions, and state the11 truth values. Then determine whether the entire proposition is true or false. 88. Alimony Tax laws. The federal tax policy on alimony papnenrs is as follows: 61. If Paris is
in France, then New York is in China, (1) Alimony you recc1'e after you remarry is taxable if the payer d1d nor know you had remarried. (2) Alimony you receive after you remarry is nor taxable if the payer did know you had remarried. (3) Alimony you pay is never deductible by the payer. 62. If Paris is in
Mongolia, then New York is in America. Rephrase these three statements as conditional proposit ions, 59. If trout can swim, then trout are fish. 60. If Pans is in France, then New York is in Amenca, 63. If 1rces can walk, then birds wear wigs. 64. If 2 X 3 = 6, then 2 + 3 = 6. 89- 92: Ne Now try Exercises
47- 52. = = Venn Diagrams with Three Sets unemplu)ed Venn d iagrams are particularly useful for dealing with three sets that may ove rlap one anothe r. For example, suppose you are conducting a study to learn how teenage employment rates differ between boys and girls and between honor students
and othe rs. For each teenager in your study, you need to record the answers to these three questions: • Is the teenage r a boy or a girl? unemplu~ed honor~ nun-hw'lor .,lmlent .,ludcnt honur~ ho}S .,ludent unemplu)ed ho~' J!irl.. emplu}ed hunor'>lUdent Is the teenage r an hono r student or not1 • Is the
teenage r employed or not1 Figure 1.21 shows a Venn diagram that can help you o rganize th is info rmation. Notice that it has three circles, rep resenting the sets boys, honor students, and employed. Because the c ircles overlap one another, they form a total of e ight regions (includ ing the region
outside all three c ircles). Be sure that you understand the labels shown for each region. Think About It Could the in formation in Figure 1.21 still be pre- bO}'> employed non -honur 'otudem employed honor student ho~ ... girls unemployed nonhonor-srudent girls em.pl())t:d non honur- ..mdem !.!iris
FIGURE 1.21 AVenn diagram for three overlapping sets has 23 = 8 regions. sented if we replaced the boys ci rcle in the Venn d iagram with a girls circle (but the othe r two circles stayed the same)? If so, how, and if not, why not1 Could the information be p resented if the three ci rcles were girls, boys,
and unemployed? Explain. if!Sij?IQ!ij Recording Data in a Venn Diagram You hire an ass istant to help you with the study o f teenage employment described above. He focuses on a small group of teenagers who a re all enrolled in the same school. He repo rts the following facts about this group: • Some
of the hono r-student boys are unemployed. • Some of the non-honor-student gi rls are employed. Put Xs in the app ropriate places in Figure 1.21 to ind icate the regions that you can be su re have membe rs. Based on this report, do you know whethe r any o f the school's hono r-student girls a re
unemployed? Why or why not? Solution Figure 1.22 shows the Xs in the correct regions of the diagram (notice how those regions a re labeled in Figure 1.21). The region corresponding to unemployed honor-student girls is the pink region of the honor students circle. There is no X in this region because
the given information does not tell us whether this region has members. Therefore, among the teenagers in the school, we do not know whether any honor-student girls are unemployed. 1> Now try Exercises 53- 55. iflJMIQ!fi FIGURE 1.22 The xs mark regions known to have members. Color Monitors
Color television and computer monitors make all the colors you see by combining pixels (short for "picture elements") that display j ust three colors: red, green, and blue. In pairs, these combinations of colors give the following results (with the 1:\vo colors at equal strength): Combination Result Red-green
Red-blue Blue·green Yellow Purple (or magenta) light blue (or cyan) 34 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit ically White is made by combin ing all three colo rs, and black is made by using none of the colors. Draw a Venn diagram to represent all this color information. (On older, low-resolution televis ions, you can
see the individual red, blue, and green dotS with a magnifying glass.) Solution The Venn diagram in Figure 1.23 represents the color combinations with th ree ove rlapping circles. The basic colors (red , green, and blue) appear in regions where there is no ove rlap. The red-green, red-blue, and blue-green
combinations appear in regions whe re two circles overlap. Wh ite appears in the central region, whe re all th ree colors are present, while black appea rs outS ide all three circles, where no colo rs are present. A real monitor can make a much wide r range of colors by varying the relative strengths of the
colors. 1> Now try Exercises 56- 58. Venn Diagrams with Numbers FIGURE 1.23 The color combinations possible So far, we have used Venn diagrams only to descr ibe relationships, such as whether two setS overlap or whether overlapping setS share common membe rs. Venn diagrams can be even
mo re useful when we add specific info rmation , such as the number of members in each set or overlapping region. The following examples illustrate some of the ways in wh ich Venn diagrams can be used with numbe rs. from red, green, and blue (in equal strength). lfliJ.j!Q!f:l Smoking and Pregnancy
Consider the study summarized in Table 1.1, which was designed to learn whether a pregnant mother's status as a smoker o r nonsmoke r affectS whether she delivers a baby with a low or a normal birth we ight. This table is an example of what we call a two-way table, because it shows two variables:
mother's smol1ing status and baby5 birth weight status. The table caption tells us that the study involved 350 births, and the four data cells tell us the numbe r of b irths with each of the four possible combinations of the two variables. ifJI!ill Distri~uti on of 350 Births by Birth Weight Status and Mother's
Smokmg Status Baby's Birth.~ei~ht Sta,tus ....l.C>~ ..S.ir:t.h...V'J.e.i~.~~ .......~.C>rmal S.irth VI/eight Mot her's Smoking Status BY THE WAY------o The reason that a mother's smoking can lead to low birth weight and other detrimental health effects in babies has been tied specifically to nicotine. This
means that e-cigarettes are probably equally damaging when used during pregnancy, although research is still underway. Source: Smoker 18 132 Nonsmoker 14 186 ····························-·························································································· Data from U.S. National Center for Health
Statistics. a . Make a list summariz ing the four key facts shown in the table. b. Draw a Venn diagram to represent the table data. c. Based on the Venn diagram, briefly summarize the results of the study. Solution a. The four cells in the table tell us the following key factS: • • • • 18 babies with low birth
weight we re born to smoking mothe rs. 132 babies with normal b irth weight we re born to smoking mothe rs. 14 babies with low birth weight we re born to nonsmoking mothers. 186 babies with normal b irth weight we re born to nonsmoking mothers. b. Figu re 1.24 shows one way of making the Venn d
iagram. The ci rcles represent the setS smohing mothers and low birth weight babies. The numbers in the four regions correspond to the data in Table l.l. 1C Sets and Ven n Diagrams c. The Venn diagram makes it easy to see how smoking affected babies in the study. Notice that normal birth weight
babies were much more common than low birth weight babies among both smokers (132 normal birth weight and 18 low birth weight) and nonsmokers (186 normal birth weight and l4 low birth weight). However, it is more useful to look at the proportions. The smoking mothers had a tOtal of 132 + 18 150
babies, so the 18low birth weight babies represent a proportion of 181150, or 12%. The nonsmoking mothers had a total of 186 + l4 200 babies, so the 14 low birth weight babies represent a proportion of 141200, or 7%. The significantly h igher proportion of low birth weight babies among smoking
mothers suggests that smoking increases the risk of having a low birth weight baby, a fact that has been borne out by careful statistical analysis of this and other studies. 1> Now try Exercises 59-62. ~mol:ing mother"\, nonnal birth wei~ht 35 ~moling mothers, lo" birth \\ ei~ht = 186 = Think About It Explain
why the Venn diagram in Example 8 also could be d rawn with circles for the sets nonsmohing mothers and normal birth weight babies. Draw the diagram for th is case, and put the four numbe rs from Table 1.1 in the right places. lfl'd?IQ!il non-smoking motller-., normal birth weight FIGURE 1.24
nonsmolinft mothers. low birtlt weighr Venn diagram for the data in Table 1.1. Three Sets with Numbers- Blood Types Mt·):!!IEW Human blood is often classified acco rd ing to whethe r three antigens, A, B, and Rh, a re p resent o r absent. Blood type is stated fi rst in terms of the antigens A and B: Blood
containing only A is called type A, blood containing only B is called type B, blood containing both A and B is called type AB, and blood containing neithe r A nor B is called type 0. The presence or absence of Rh is indicated by adding the word "positive" (present) or " negative" (absent) o r the equivalent
symbol ( +o r - ) . Table 1.2 shows the eight blood types that result and the percentage of people with each type in the U.S. population. Draw a Venn d iagram to illustrate these data. Blood Type Blood Types in U.S. Population Percentage of Population ........................... A positive 34% B positive 8%



..~S..P..o.s it.i~.e 3% 35% .............................................................. . ~ 0 positive ···················· A..~~~.a~iV.~ .......................~.~······· ·· ·. draw a Venn diagram with three overlapping circles. Figure 1.25 shows the eight regions, .•s.n.e.~~t.i.~~•.•.••.•••.•.•••~.~·······. each labeled with its blood type and
percentage of the population. For example, the central Solution We can think of the three antigens as three sets A, B, and Rh (positive). We therefore region corresponds to the presence of all three antigens (AB positive), so it is labeled with 3%. You should check that all eight regions are labeled
according to the data from Table 1.2. AB negative 1% HISTORICAL NOTE - - - FIGURE 1.25 Venn diagram for blood types in the U.S. population. 1> Now try Exercises 63-66. Human blood groups were discovered in 1901 by Austrian biochemist Karl Landsteiner. In 1909, he classified the groups he had
discovered as A, B, AB, and 0 . He also showed that blood transfusionscould be done successfully if the donor and recipient were of the same blood type. For this work, he was awarded the 1930 Nobel Prize in Medicine. 36 Thi nking Crit ically CHAPTER 1 Choose the best answer to each of the following
questions. Explain your reasoning with one or more complete sentences. 1. Consider the set {Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, ... , Wyoming}. The three dots ( ... ) represent 7. ln the Venn diagram below, the X tells us that a. the fact that we don't know the other members of the set. b. the other 46 stales of the
Unued States. c. Colorado, Cahromta, Flonda, and Missossoppt. 2. Whoch of the folloWing IS not a member of the set of integers? a. - 107 b. 481 c. 3! 3. Based on the Venn doagram below, we conclude that a. C is a subset of D. 00 a. some working mothers are business executives. b. no working
mothers arc busmess cxecuuves. c. some working mothers arc not business executives. 8. The region with the X in the Venn d iagra m be low represents b. Dis a s ubset of C. c. C is disjoint from D. 4. Suppose that A represents the set of all cats and B represents the set of all dogs. The correct Venn
diagram for the relationship between these sets is a. male Republican athletes. 5. Suppose that A represents the set of all apples and B represents the set of all fruit. The correct Venn diagram for the relallonship bet ween these sets is b. male Republicans who arc not athletes. c. male athletes who are not
Republicans. 9. Consider again the Venn diagram from Question 8 . The central region of the do.agram represents people "ho arc a. male and Repubhcan and athletes. b. male or Republican or athletes. 6. Suppose that A represents the set of all hogh school crosscountry runners and B represents the
SCI of all hogh school swimmers. The correct Venn diagram for the relationship betw-een these sets IS c. neither male nor Repubhcan nor athletes. 10. Look at the data m Table l.l ( p. 34). The tOtal number of babies born With a low borth weoght was a. 14. b. 18. c. 32. - .. ....... . ........................ [
Exercises 1C i ' ··········································· : REVIEW QUESTIONS 1. What is a sci? Describe the usc of braces for lis ting the members of a set. 2. What is a Venn diagram? I low do we show that one set is a subset of another m a Venn diagram? How do we s how disjoint sets? How do we show
overlapping setS? 3. List the four standard categorical propositions. Give an example of each l)pc, and draw a Venn diagram for each of your examples. 4. Briefly discuss how you can pu t a categorical proposition into one of the standard forms if it is n ot in such a form alread y. 5. Explain how to draw a
Venn diagram for three overlapping sets. Discuss the types of information that can be shown in such diagrams. 6. Explain how to read a table such as Table 1.1 and how to show the informatiOn in a Venn doagram. 1C Sets and Venn Diagrams 42. women and Amcncan presidents DOES IT MAKE
SENSE? Decide whether each of the following statements makes sense (or is clearly true) or does not make sense (or is clearly false). Explain your reasoning. 7. The people who live in Chicago form a subset of those who rent apartments in Chicago. 8. All jabbers a re wocks, so there must be no wocks
that are not jabbers. g_ I counted an irrational number of students in my statistics class. 10. I surveyed my class to find out whether students rode a bike on campus or noL Then I made a Venn dtagram wtth one c1rcle (inside a rectangle) 10 summ.1nze the results. 11. My professor asked me 10 draw a
Venn d1agram for a categorical proposition, but I couldn"t do it because the proposition was clearly false. 12. I used a Venn diagram \\1th three circles to show how many students on campus are vegetarians, Republicans, and/or women . BASIC SKILLS & CONCEPTS 13-28: Classifying Numbers.
Choose the first set in the list natural numbers, whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, and real numbers that contains each of the following numbers. 14. -23 15. 3 / 4 16. - 6/ 5 17. 3.41-1 18. 0 19. 20. 13. 888 22. '1T v'98 25. - 123/79 37 v'8 21. - 45.12 23. 'fr/ 4 24. - 34/ 19.2 26 . -923.66 27. 'fr/129 28.
93,145,095 29-36: Set Notation. Use set notation (braces) to write the members of the following sets, or state that the set has no members. You may use three dots ( .. . ) to indicate patterns. 43. teenagers and octogenarians 44. novels and mystuies 45-52: Categorical Propositions. for the given
categorical propositions, do the following. a. If necessary, rephrase the statement in standard form. b. State the subject and predicate sets. c. Draw a Venn diagram for the proposition, and label all regions of the diagram. d. Based only on the Venn diagram (not on any other knowledge you have), a nswer
the question that follows each proposition. 45. All kmgs are men. Can you conclude that some men are not kmgs? 46. No carrots arc fruit. Is it possible that some carrots arc fruit? 47. Some surgeons are fishenn en. Can you conclude that some fishermen arc not surgeons? 4 8. Ever)' fish can swim. Can
you conclude that some swimmers arc not fish? 49. Monks don't swear. Is it possible that some swearers arc monks? 50. Some da)·s are Tuesdays. Based on this proposition, can you conclude that some days are not Tuesdays? 51. Some sharpshooters arc not men. Is it posstble that at least one
sharpshooter ts a man? 52. Some shortstops are blonds. Can you conclude that there are red-headed shortstops? 53-58: Venn Diagrams for Three Sets. Draw Venn diagrams with three overlapping circles (eight reg ions) for the following groups of three sets. Describe the members of each reg ion, or
state that a region has no members. 53. women, Republicans, and chefs 54. hockey plarers, figure skaters, and men 29. The dates of july 55. poets, playwrights, painters 30. The odd numbers between and including 23 and 35 56. oceans, bodies of salt water, and bodies of fresh water 31. The states that
share a border \\1th the state of Mississippi 32. E'ery thtrd number between 6 and 25, beg1nmng \\1th 6 57. words that begm With t, nouns, and words wuh fewer than 5 letters 33. The perfect squares between I 0 and 40 58. teachers, sw1mmers, and tall people 34. The states that begin \\1th the letter K
59. Two-Way Table. An average of many d ifferent Stlldies of handed ness indicate that in a random sample of adults, 12 percent of men are left-handed and 9 percent of women arc left-handed. (Assume the rest are right-handed.) Suppose you have a sample of 200 women a nd 150 men, in which the
numbers of left-handed and right-handed people reflect tl1e average percentages. Make a rwo-way table that shows t.hc distnbution you would find. 35. Even numbers between 2 and 35 that arc multiples of 3 36. The vowels of the English alphabet 37-44: Venn Diagrams for Two Sets. Draw Venn
diagrams with two circles showing the relationship between the following pairs of sets. Provide an explanation of the diagram you draw. 3 7. teachers and women 38. cage f1ghters and red-headed people 39. shuts and clothing 40. atrhners and automobiles 4 1. poets and plumbers 60. Two-Way Table.
According to exit polls from the 2016 Presidennal elecuon, Donald Trump recel\·cd approximately 52% of the vote among white women, 4% of the \'OLe among black women, 62% of the vote among white men, and 13% of the \'Ole among black men. Show these data in a two-way table. 38 Thinking Crit
ically CHAPTER 1 61-62: Two-Circle Venn Diagram with Numbers. Use the Venn diagram to answer the following questions. propk ar a party d. How many pauentS took (at least) blood pressure medacauon? e. How many pauents took only pain medication? r. '""' ~ unJrr 22 15 16 ngr ;o How many
pauents took exactly two medications? 66. Technology Survey. A survey of 150 college students re,•ealed the following data on the numbers of them who used smart phones, tablets, and/or laptops (based on data from the Pew Research Center). 28 61. a . I low many people at the party are under 30? b.
How many women at the party are not under 30? Smart phone only 5 1 Smart phone and tablet only Tablet only 8 Smart phone and laptop only 37 12 Tablet and laptop only 4 2 All three de,'ices laptop only c . How many men are at the party? None d . How many people are at the party? 35 a. Draw a
three-carcle Venn diagram that summanzes the results of the sur>ey. 62. a. How many men at the party are not under 30? b. How many women are at the party? b. How many students used (at least) a sman phone? c. How many women at the party are under 30? c. How many students used a tablet or a
laptop? d. How many people at the party are not under 30? d. How many students used a smart phone and a laptop but not a tablet? 63-64: Three-Circle Venn Diagram with Numbers. Use the Venn diagram to answer the following questions. proplt nr n ronfrrruct e. How many students used exactly two
devices? f. How many studentS used a laptop or a smart phone, but 11!0111(11~9 ;:~ not a tablet? 8 II 6 mrrmtly FURTHER APPLICATIONS rmp/IIJrtl 6 3 67-70: Venn Diagram Analysis. 63. a. How many people at the conference are emplO) ed men with 3 college degree? b. How many people at the
conference are unemplo)·ed women' c. I low ma ny people 3t the conference are employed women without a col lege degree' d . I low many women are at the conference? b. How many people at the conference are emplo}·ed men? c . How many people at the conference are unemployed men wathout a
college degree? d. How many people are at the conference? BP only d. How many feature filans received favorable reviews? 68. All runners who competed in a marathon were given a drug test after the race. or the 24 who tested positive, 6 finished in the top 10. Thirty-five runners tested negative. a.
Make a tWO·\\'a) table summarizing the test results. b. Make a Venn d1agram from the table in part (a). 65. Hospital Drug Use. The following numbers of pauentS in a (hypothetical) hospital on a single day were takmg ant abiotics (A), blood pressure medication (BP), and/or pam medication (P): l2 a. Make
a two-way table summarizing the reviews. b. Make a Venn diagram from the table in part (a) . c. How many documenwries received unfavorable reviews? 64. a . I low many people at the conference are employed women with a college degree' A only 67. A moYie crtuc m1ewed 36 films: 12 were
documentaries and 24 were feature films. She gave favorable revie\\ Now try Exercises 23- 28. 1989 California .,_~ \ \~ ~ L \ The long yellow line marks the San Andreas Fault; asterisks and dates identify locations of past large earthquakes. 42 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit ically Evaluating Deductive
Arguments Now let's turn to Argument 2 (p. 40). If you were to accept its two prem ises- All politicians are married and Senator Harris is a politician- then it would follow that Senator Harris is married. In this sense, the argument seems quite solid. However, the fi rst p remise is clearly untrue in this case
(because the re are many unmarried politicians), so we can't actually be su re that SenatOr Harris is married. This example tells us that evaluating a deductive argument requires answe ri ng two key questions: • Does the conclusion follow necessarily from the p rem ises 1 • Are the p remises true? We
can be sure that the conclusion is true only if the answer to both questions is yes. In more formal terms, the fi rst question above deals with the validity of the argument. A deductive argument is valid if its conclusion follows necessarily from its premises. Note that validity is concerned only with the logical
structu re of the argument. Validity involves no pe rsonal judgment and has nothing to do with the truth of the premises or conclusions. If a deductive argument is valid and its prem ises a re true, then we say that the argument is sound. Soundness represents the highest test of reliability of a deductive a
rgument because, at least in principle, a sound argument proves its conclusion true. However, soundness may still involve personal judgment if the truth of the premises is debatable. Argument 2 is valid because the conclusion follows necessarily from the p remises. But it is not sound, because the first p
remise (All politicians are married) is false. Evaluating a Deductive Argument We apply two criteria when evaluating a deductive a rgument: • The argument is valid if its conclusion follows necessarily from its premises, regardless of the truth of those premises o r conclusions. • The argument is sound if it
is valid and its premises a re all true. Think About It Consider several decisions you made recently. For each case, dec ide whethe r the reasoning you used to reach the decision was inductive o r deductive, and explain your reasoning process. Tests of Validity We used intuition to determine the valid ity of
the argument about Senator Harris. But deductive arguments can be subtle, and it can be helpful to use Venn diagrams (see Unit l C) to test their validity. This process requires two basic steps, both illustrated in Figure 1.26 for the Senator Harris argument: Step 1: We begin by us ing a Venn diagram to
represent the information contained in the premises. In this case: • The fi rst p remise, All politicians are married, asserts that the set politicians is a subset of the set married people. We the refo re represent this proposition by draw ing a circle fo r politicians inside a c ircle for married people. • The second
p remise tells us that Senator Harris is a politician. We indicate th is fact by putting an X (to rep resent the senato r) inside the politicians c ircle. 10 Analyzing Arguments Step 2: We test validity by checking to see whethe r the conclusion is confirmed by the Venn d iagram. In th is case, the X is also inside
the married people circle, meaning that SenatOr Harris is a married person- just as the conclusion claims. Th is concludes our Venn d iagram test, because the diagram has shown that the argument is valid by demonstrating that the premises lead necessarily to the conclusion. \\'e rcpre-.cm Premise 1,
Srn1110r HI111'JJ is a polwtiiln. by J)bclng an X (for Senator Hlrris) inside rhe pohtit·iiln-. drcle. Premise 1, All poltttti1111J 11rt 111an·irtl. tells us ro dra"' the JHllttiamtJ circle as a suh~r of rhe mllrritJ ptopk circle. 1--f- -+- Tile conclusion. SrnatOf· Hm-riJ 11 tJUII7tttl, requirt:s the X robe inside rhe mllnitd
ptoplt circle-:an«l i[ is, so tl1e :ugumcnr is valid FI GURE 1.26 This Venn diagram shows why the argument about Senator Harris (Argument 2 on p. 40) is valid. A Venn Diagram Test of Validity To test the validity of a deductive argument with a Venn diagram: 1. Draw a Venn diagram that represents all the
information contained in the prem ises. 2. Check to see whether the Venn diagram confirms the conclusion. If it does, then the argument is valid. Otherwise, the argument is not valid. lf!'d$1#!¥1 Invalid Argument Evaluate the valid ity and soundness of the following argument. Premise: All fish live in water.
Premise: Whales a re not fish. Conclusion: W hales do not live in water. Solution It's fa irly obvious that both p remises are true, so the fact that the conclusion is false implies that the argument must have a logical flaw, making it invalid. We can see the flaw with a Venn d iagram test (Figure 1.27): Step 1:
We represent the information contained in the p remises as follows: • The first premise, All fish live in water, tells us that the set fisll is a subset of the set things that live in water, so we d raw the fish circle inside the things that live in water circle. • We can represent the second premise, Whales are not
fish, by putting an X ( representing whales) outside the fish circle. Notice, however, that the premises do not tell us whether or not whales belong in the circle for things that live in water. Therefore, to show that both possibilities remain open, we place the X on the border o f this circle, indicating that it may
be either inside or outside. Step 2: We test validity by noting that the conclusion, Whales do not live in water, implies that the X rep resenting whales should be outside the circle for things that live in water. But it isn't; we placed it on the bo rder because the p rem ises did not provide enough info rmation to
know whether it should be inside or outside the circle. Therefo re, the conclusion does not follow necessarily from the premises, and the argument is invalid. 43 44 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit ically \\'e represent Premise 2, IVba/~!1' llrt not fish. "-ith an X (for'' hlles) ouLside ttk fob aNk. But the premLse..
«lon't teJI us w heLher the X belollgs in..ide or out-.ide the thmu tbatlzt•t 1n u·11ttrdrcle, so '"e place it on the border of thi.. cirde. Premise 1, Allfob ht·t m tbt u·11ttr, tells us to clraw Lhe fish circle :lS a ~utxet of the tbmg,r that ln.·t in u·aur· circle. J_ _Jc . - - - r The conclusion, Jf 'baJrJ Jo IIIJI fret in tht
'il'lllt1', requires the X lO he out.sidt the things tbut Jn.·t m u·atn· circle-bur it i.sn 'c., so rhe argument is invalid. FIGURE 1.27 In summary, the argument is invalid and therefo re also unsound, because soundness requires both true p remises and validity. 1> Now try Exercises 29- 32. IJ!iJ.i!Q!ji Invalid but
True Conclusion Evaluate the validity and soundness o f the following argument. Premise: All 20th-centu ry U.S. Presidents we re men. Premise: j ohn Kennedy was a man. Conclusion: joh n Kennedy was a 20th-century U.S. President. Solution This a rgument might at first seem compelling, because both
of its prem ises and itS conclusion a re all true. However, notice what happens in the Venn diagram test (Figure 1.28): Step 1: We rep resent the in formation contained in the premises as follows: • The first premise, All 20th-century U.S. Presidents were men , tells us that the set 20th-century presidents is
a subset of the set men , so we draw the 20tll century presidents circle inside the men circle. • We can represent the second p remise, john Kennedy was a man, with an X ( rep resenting Kennedy) ins ide the men circle. However, because the premises do not te ll us whether this X also belongs inside the
20th -century presi dents circle, we place it on the bo rder of this circle. Step 2: We test validity by noting that the conclusion implies that the X ( representing Kennedy) should be inside the 20th-century presidents circle. Because it's not {it's on the borde r), the argument is invalid. In summary, the
argument is invalid and therefore also unsound. 1> Now try Exercises 33- 36. Premise 1, All 20rb-umury V.S. Prt:ttdtnt:r r:.·trc mr-n. teJis us to dr:h~ the pnmltntJ _ circle lS l subset of the mm circle. Premise.?, Johu KtnnrJy '::'liS a t111111, tells us to pur an X (for Kennedy) inside d1e mm circle but does
nm tdl us "hetl'ler this X ako helon!r' inside the prtJtdrm.~· cirde; \h: there fort: place the X on Lhe border of this circle. The concltLsjon, John Krm!ttl_y :t'4ial0th-cmtu.r y V.S. Prr:mkm, requires the X to be tnstdt the prt:ttdrntJ circle- but it Lsn 'r. so the :ugumcnr is invalid. FI GURE 1.28 Think About It For
the argument in Example 4, replace john Kennedy with the name of a man who was not a U.S. President, such as Albe rt Einstein. Are the prem ises still true? How does such a replacement help you see the flaws in the a rgument? 10 Analyzing Arguments 45 Conditional Deductive Arguments Consider
the following argument: Premise: If a person lives in Chicago, then the pe rson likes windy days. Premise: Carlos lives in Chicago. Conclusio n: Carlos likes windy days. This type of deductive argument, in wh ich the first p remise is a conditional statement if p, then q, is among the most common and
important types of a rgument. (In th is case, p a person lives in Chicago and q the person lil1es windy days.) You can probably see that this a rgument is valid: If people who live in Chicago like windy days and Carlos lives in Chicago, then it follows that Carlos likes windy days. Conditional arguments
come in four basic forms. Each has a special name, which will make sense if you remembe r that p is the hypothesis and q is the conclusion in if p, then q. For example, the second premise of the above argument about Carlos asserts that the hypothesis is true for Carlos, so the argument is called
affirming the hypothesis. The following box summarizes the gene ral structure and validity of the fou r fo rms of cond itional a rguments. = = Four Basic Conditional Arguments Structure Validity Affirming the Hypothesis* Affirming the Conclusion Denying the Hypothesis Denying the Conclusion • • lfp, then
q. lfp, then q. If p, then q If p, then q. q is not true. pis true. q is true. p is not true. q is true. pis true. q is not true. p is not true. Valid Invalid Invalid Valid *Also known by the Latin term modu.~ ponens. • *Also known by the Latin term modus tollens. We can use Venn diagrams to test the valid ity of
conditional a rguments much as we've already done. To see how, note that if p, then q means that if an object is a membe r of the set p, then that object is also a membe r of the set q. We therefore d raw the Venn diagram for if p, then Cj by placing the p ci rcle inside the q ci rcle (Figure 1.29). The
following four examples show how we test the validity of the four basic conditional a rguments. The p circ-Je is \\iLhin the q circle bec3use pis true only in a subset of the cJ-.~ in \\ hich 'I is true. FIGURE 1.29 A Venn diagram for if p, then q. iifiJJKI§!ij Affirming the Hypothesis (Valid) Use a Venn d iagram
test to show that the argument concerning Carlos and Ch icago (which affirms the hypothesis) is valid. Technical Note In order to use Venn diagrams to evaluate conditional arguments, we treat p and q as though they are sets rather than propositions in the conditional statement if p, then q. More
specifically, the circle p in the Venn d iagram represents the set of all cases in which p is true, and the circle q represents the set of all cases in which q is true. 46 CHAPTER 1 Thi nking Crit ically Solution We conduct the test as shown in Figure 1.30: Step 1: We represent the information contained in the
premises as follows: • The first premise is if p, then q, in which p a person lives in Chicago and q = the person li11es windy days. We therefore d raw a Venn diagram with the p circle ins ide the q circle. • We can represent the second p remise, Carlos lives in Chicago, by placing an X (to represent Carlos)
ins ide the p circle. Step 2: We test valid ity by noting that the conclusion, Carlos li11es windy days, implies that the X for Carlos should be inside the q ci rcle. The X is indeed within the q circle, so the argument is valid. 1> Now try Exercises 37- 38. = \\'e put ln X (for C•rlus) m t..he p C1rcle to show th:n
C:Jrlo.. lin:•.; in Chicago. 1l~i: X j.., .-.I-.e., msuit: the 'I circlt:-, ··.owe etn-.chule t..h:~t Carlu... l!l..:e... wuuly c.by-.. FIGURE 1.30 IJ!SMIQ!i\J Affirming the Conclusion (Invalid) Use a Venn diagram to test the validity of the following argument, which affi rms the conclusion. Tht: prenu..e Shmw1 t:·as ji1·rJ
tell~ uo; th:lt the X (for Sharon) tnU'>t be m.-.idt: th.... q circle. BeC'lu...c the prt:ml'>t: d Now try Exercises 41-42. = FIGURE 1.32 For the conclusion to follow from the premises, the X (for you) must be outside the q circle. However, the premises tell us only that the X is outside the p circle. The argument is
invalid. 10 1fl#fi11Q!I:I Denying the Conclusion (Valid) Use a Venn diagram to test the validity o f the following a rgument, wh ich has the form denying the conclusion. Premise: A narcotic is habit-forming. Premise: Aspirin is not habit-form ing. Conclusion: Aspirin is not a narcotic. Analyzing Arguments The
premise Atpirin is 1101 babit-Jm111i11g tells us that the X (for aspirin) must be outside the q circle. which means it is also outside the p circle. Solution Figure 1.33 shows the test Step 1: This time , we must start by rephrasing the first p rem ise in standa rd conditional fo rm: If a substance is a narcotic,
then it is habit-forming. We identify p = a substance is a narcotic and (j = the substance is habit-forming and draw the Venn d iagram. The second premise asserts that aspirin is not hab it-fo rming, so we place an X ( representing aspir in) outside the (j c ircle. Ste p 2: Because the X is also outside the p ci
rcle ( rep resenting a narcotic), the conclusion follows and the a rgument is valid. 1> Now try Exercises 43-44. Think About It Suppose you replace aspirin with he roin in Example 8 . Is the a rgument valid1 Is it sound1 Deductive Arguments with a Chain of Conditionals Another common type of deductive
argument involves a chain of three or more cond itionals. Such a rguments have the following form: Premise: If p, then q. Premise: If q, then r. Conclusion: If p, then r . This particular chain of cond itionals is valid: If p implies (j and q implies r, it must be true that p implies r. lfl#MIQ!¥1 A Chain of
Conditionals Dete rmine the validity of this a rgument: "If elected to the school board , Maria Lopez will fo rce the school district to raise academic standards, which will benefit my children's education. The refo re, my children will benefit if Maria Lopez is elected." Solution This a rgument can be reph rased
as a chain of cond itionals: Premise: If Maria Lopez is elected to the school board, then the school d istrict will raise academic standards. Premise: If the school district raises academic s tandards, then my children will benefit. Conclusion: If Maria Lopez is elected to the school board, then my children will
benefit. = Cast in this form, the cond itional propositions form a clear chain from p Maria Lopez is elected to q = the school district will raise academic standards to r = my children will benefit. Therefore, the argument is valid. 1> Now try Exercises 45-46. 47 FI GURE 1.33 48 CHAPTER 1 Thinking Crit ically
lflJMIQ111•1 Invalid Chain of Conditionals Dete rmine the validity of the following a rgument: "We agreed that if you shop, I make dinne r. We also agreed that if you take out the trash, I make d inner. Therefo re, if you shop, you should take out the trash." Solution Let's assign p = you shop, q = I make
dinner, and r = you tal1e out the trash. Then this argument has the following fo rm: Premise: If p, then q. Premise: If r, then q. If p, then r. Conclusio n: The conclusion is invalid, because the re is no chain from p to r. 1> Now try Exercises 47-48. Induction and Deduction in Mathematics BY THE WAY--------
-The Pythagorean theorem is named for the Greek philosopher Pythagoras (c. 580-500 a.c.E.) be Now try Exercises 23- 24. Hint 6: Are Other Conclusions Possible? It is the peculiar and perpetual error of the human understanding to be more moved and excited by affirmat ives than by negatives. -
Franc1s Bacon, 16th-century philosopher One of the most common lapses of critical thinking involves what is called confirmation bias, in which a pe rson tends to search only for evidence that suppo rts some preexisting belief o r opinion, and will ignore o r try to explain away any evidence that is contrary
to that belief o r opinion. You may have seen confirmation bias in action even in your own th inking. It also frequently occurs in group deliberations, when people reinforce rather than challenge each others' sha red beliefs o r op inions; in these cases, it is often called groupthinl1. The best way to counte r
confirmation bias is to always question conclusions. In particular, no matter how compelling the conclusion o f some a rgument may seem, you should always ask whethe r the re might be other conclusions possible with the same evidence, and look for other evidence that might reveal flaws in the o riginal
conclusion. 1fl#fi11Q11j Phrenology Beginning in the early 19th century, many psych iatrists and docto rs in Europe and the United States came to believe in something called phrenology. The idea behind phrenology was that measurements of the human skull could reveal the s ize and importance of "o
rgans" within the brain, wh ich in turn were believed to control specific personality traits and intellectual faculties. Belief in phrenology was widesp read both among p rofessionals and the public, and it was a topic of numerous best-selling books. Although phrenology was d iscredited by the middle of the
19th centu ry (and is now known to have had no basis in reality), it still cropped up on occasion long after that. a. Rigo rous methods fo r research in psychology d id not yet exist in the early 19th centu ry. Expla in how this fact might have enabled confirmation bias to contribute to the popularity of ph
renology. b. Ph renology was assoc iated with numerous soc ial misconceptions of the day, including beliefs about the superio ri ty of certain races that were used by some to justify slave ry (and, late r, eugenics). Explain how such associations might have increased confirmation bias. c. Suggest an
experiment that might have led phrenologists to suspect that there might be alternate explanations for differences in pe rsonality and intelligence. Solution a. Without careful experimental testing of the ideas o f phrenology, it was easy for people to ignore competing ideas and the re was no easy way to
collect evidence that might have refuted phrenology. As a result, once the practice became popular, it was easy for belief in it to become self-reinforcing, because so many people were looking fo r confirmation o f that belief. Without rigorous methods of investigation, it is easy to ignore competing theories
and look only fo r supporting evidence. b. People who supported institutions such as slavery could claim phrenology as a "scientific" validation of their beliefs, which in turn made them more likely to look fo r additional reason to suppo rt their belief in phrenology. This outlook would tend to supp ress
evidence that disc red ited phrenology. c. Researche rs could have compared the skull measurements of several people who had s imila r pe rsonality traits or intellectual abil ities. They would then have discove red that the claimed correlations between skull measurements and traitS of personality or
intelligence do not actually ex ist. 1> Now try Exercises 25- 26. 1 E Crit ical Thinking in Everyday Life 59 Think About It Some people attribute the increased political polarization of Americans to what is sometimes called the "echo chamber," in which like-minded people only pay attention to Web and
media sources that echo the ir own beliefs. How is the idea of the echo chambe r similar LO the idea of confirmation bias? What do you think can be done to counter the echo chamber and decrease political polarization? Hint 7: Watch for Outright Fakery Sadly, there is now a la rge industry that p roduces
so-called fake news, wh ich consists of sto ries designed to sound real but that are s imply invented-either to maliciously deceive readers or as an exercise in satire. Satirical websites usually make their intentions clear, but many of those posting fake news malic iously go to great lengths to make thei r
stories look and sound real. It's therefore important to know how to look fo r potential warning signs. Fake news is made-up stuff, masterfully manipulated to look like credible journalistic reports that are easily spread online to large audiences willing to believe the f ictions and spread the word. ~ a. Yes,
because you'll gee a free haircut. a. Today is not Saturday. b. It depends on whether you'll gee six haircuts at this shop in the next year. b. Today it rained. c. If it did not rain, then today is not Saturday. c. No, because no one ever gives anything that's really free. ('............. I:~ercis.es tE ·[ ............................
REVIEW QUESTIONS L Describe critical thinking, and explain why it is important to everyone. 2. Summarize the hints given in th is unit, and explain how each is important to critical thinking. 3. Give a few examples of situations in which you used critical thinking in your own life. 4. Give at least one case
you know of in which a poor decision was made (by you or someone else) because of a lack of good critical thinking. DOES IT MAKE SENSE? Describe whether each of the following statements makes sense (or is d early true) or does not make sense (or is dearly false). Explain your reasoning. 5. Reed
was relieved because his insurance company chose not to deny his claim. 6. Although the plane crashed in Nevada, the survivors were buried in California. 7. Sue prefers the Red Shuttle because it gets her to the airport in an hour and a half, while the Bl ue Shuttle takes 80 minutes. 8 . Alan decided to
buy his ticket from Ticketmaster for $33 plus a 10% surcharge rather than from the box office website, where it costs $35 \vi th no additional charges. 9. There was no price d ifference, so Michael chose the tires with a 5-year, 40,000-mile warranty over the tires with a 50-month, 35,000-mile warranty. 10.
Auto policy A has $30,000 worth of collision insu rance with an annual premium of $400. Auto policy B has $25,000 worth o f coll ision insurance with an annual premiu m o f $300. Clearly policy B is the better policy. BASIC SKILLS & CONCEPTS 1 L Reading a Ballot Initiative. The following is the actual
wording of a ballot question posed in 1992 co Colorado voters. Shall there be an amendmenL LO cite Colorado conslilulion co proltibiL che scaLe of Colorado and any of ics polilical subdivisions from adopcing or enforcing any law or policy which 62 CHAPTER 1 Thinkin g Crit ically provides that
homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual orientation, condua, or relationships constitutes or enLiLles a person LO claim any minority or proteaed status, quota preferences, or discrimination? Docs a "yes" vote support or oppose gay rights' Expla in. 12. Interpreting Policies. A city charter's sole policy on reelection
reads as follows: A person who has sen•ed 1hree consecutive tenns of four years each shall be eligible for appointment, nom ination for or eleaion LO !he office of council member no sooner !han for a term beginning eight years after completion of that councilmember~ third consecutive f ull term. a. What
is the maximum num~r o f consecutive years !hat a counci hn ember could serve? b. How many years must a councilmem~r who has served three consecutive full tenns wait ~fore running for office again? c. Suppose a council member has served 1wo consecmive fu ll terms and is 1hen defeated for
reelec1ion. According to this provision, is s he or he requ ired to wait eight years before running for office again ' d . Suppose a council member serves th ree consecm ive fu ll terms and is reelected 10 )'Cars later. According to th is p rovision, how many consecmive terms can she or he serve at tha t
time? 13. Reading a Ballot Initiative. Consider the following ballo t initiative, which appeared in th e 2010 statewide elections in Oklahoma and was passed . This measure ... requires that each person appearing 10 vole present a document proving their idenlity. The document must meet the following
requirements. II must have the name and phowgraph of the voter. It must have been issued by the federal, state, or tribal govern men!. It must have an expiration date thai is after !he date of the election. No expiration date would be required on certain identity cards issued 10 person 65 years of age or
older. In lieu of such a document, voters could present voter identification cards issued by the County Eleaion Board. A person who cannot or does not presem the required identification may sign a sworn statemenl and cast a provisional ballo1. a. According to th e initiative, would a state driver's license
allow a person to vote? b. According to th e initiative, would a (federal) Social Security card a llow a person to vote? c. Wi thout a "document p roving their identity," what options for voting do c itizens have? d . What documents a re required to obtain a voter identification card? 14. Interpreting a Proposed
Amendment. The follo,ving is the actual wording of an amendment on which Florida voters were asked to vote in 20 16: Amendment 1-Rights o f Electricity Consumers Regarding Solar Energy Choice. This amendment establishes a right under Floridas conslilulion for consumers 10 own or lease solar
equipment installed on their property 10 generale electricity for !heir own use. State and local governments sha ll retain their abilities to protea consumer riglt!S and public health, safely and welfare, and to ensure that consumers who do not choose 10 install solar are not required to subsidize the costs of
backup power and elearic grid access to those who do. On initially reading this amendment, most people assumed that it was intended to expand solar energy in Florida. However, consider the foiiO\ving additional facts: (l) Although the first sentence says the amendm ent "establishes a right" for
consumers to own or lease solar equ ipment, !hat right already existed in Florida. (2) Comments from a mendment supporters suggested the intent of the second sentence was to allow u tilities to start charging new fees that would have !he effect of making it more expensive to install solar equ ipment. a.
What particular words in the amendment might have had the effect of allowing new fees for solar? Explain. b. If the right in the fi rst sentence a lready existed, what p urpose might the sentence have served for those who wrote the proposed a mendme nt? There may be more tha n one possible purpose.
c. Comment overall on whether you thi nk the amendment was deliberately deceptive. Defend your opinion. 15-18: Hidden Assumptions. Identify at least two hidden assumptions in the following arguments. 15. Buying a house today makes good sense. The rent mo ney you save can be put into a long-
term invesunent. 16. I recommend giving to !he Uni ted Way beca use it supports so many worthwhile causes. 17. Governor Reed has ca mpaigned on tax CUIS. He gets my vote. 18. I support increased m ilitary spending because we need a strong America. 1 9~20: Unstated Issues. The following
arguments give several reasons for a particular pol itical posit ion. Identify at least one unstated issue that may, for at least some people, be the real issue of concern . 19. I oppose the President's spending proposal. Taxpayer money should not be u sed for programs that many taxpayers do not support.
Excessive spending a lso risks increasi ng budget deficits. Greater deficits increase the federal d ebt, which in turn increases o ur reliance o n foreign investors. 20. People who eliminate meat from their diet risk severe nULTitional deficiencies. Ea ting meat is by far the easiest way to consume com plete
protein plus many other essential nmrients all in one food source. It makes sense: O ur ancestors have been meat-eaters for thousands of years. 21. Airline Options. In p lanning a trip to New Zealand six months in advance, you find tha t an a irline offers two options: • Option A: You can buy a fully refu
ndable ticket for $2200. • Option B: You ca n buy a $1 200 ticket, bm you forfeit 25% of the price if the ticket is canceled. Describe your options in the events tha t you do and do not make the trip. How would you decide which ticket to buy? 1 E Crit ical Th in k in g in Everyday Life 22 . Buy versus l ease.
You are deciding whether to buy a ca r for $18,000 or to accept a lease agreement. The lease entails a $1000 initial fee plus monthly paym ents of $240 for 36 months. Under the lease agreemem, you are responsible for service on the car and ins urance. At the end of the lease, you may purchase the car
for $9000. a. Should the cost of service and insurance determine which option you c hoose? 63 27-28. Fake News. The following are fake news headlines that were widely circu lated prior to the 2016 presidential election. For each case, suggest at least one reason you should have been immediately
suspicious of the head line. 27. "Pope Francis Shocks World, Endorses Donald Trump for President, Releases Statement" 28. "Hi llary C linton Runs Secret Child Sex Ring at Comet Ping Pong Pizzeria in Washington, DC b. Does the total cost of purchasing the car at the end of the lease agreemem
exceed the cost of purchasing the car at the outset? c. What are some possib le advamages o f leasing the car? 23 . You've Won ! You receive the following e-mail notification: "Through a rand om selection from more than 20 mill ion e-mail add resses, you've been selected as the winner o f o ur grand
prize- a two-week vacation in the Baha mas. To clai m your prize, please call ou r toll-free n umber. Have your credi t card ready for id entification and a small processing fee." Does this sound like a deal worth taking? Explain. 24. Reading a Lease. Consider the following excerpt from the contract for the
lease of a n apartmem : Landlord shall return the security deposit LO resident wiLitin one month afrer rerminalion of Lh is lease or surrender and acceptance of the prem ises, whichever occurs f irs!. Suppose )'Our lease terminates on june 30, and you move out of the apartmem on j une 5 . Explain wheth
er or not the la ndlord has complied with the terms of the lease if you receive your security deposi t back on a. J une 28. b. J u ly 2 . c. july 7. 25. Pyramidology. For centuries, enthusiastS have looked for hidden codes and prophecies in the structure of the Egyptian pyramids. The measuremems and
oriemations o f the pyramids have been claimed to predict cosmic evems, fu ture evems, or the end of the world. Exp la in how con firmation bias might have given these clai ms life a nd made them popular. 26. Nuclear Deterrence. Read the follo\ving historical argumem, and discuss whether itS
conclusion is the only possible conclu sion or wheth er o thers may also be possible. The development of nuclear weapon.~ changed the way world leaders Lhink about potential conjlicts. A single nuclear weapon can kill millions of people, and rite arsenals of the Uni!ed Slates and 1he Soviel Union
contained enough power 10 kill everyone on Earrlt many limes over. This potential for catastrophic damage led to the idea of nuclear dererrence, which held 1ha1 the United SLates and rite Soviet Union would be dererred from direct warfare by the fear of nuclear war. For 1he more than 45 years of the
Cold War, 1he Unired States and the Soviet Union never did fight directly. This was one of 1he longest periods in human hL~tory during which two major enemies avoided direct war. We can only conclude that nuclear deterrence prevented war berween 1he Unired States and the Soviet Union. FURTHER
APPLICATIONS 29-40: Read and Think Carefully. The following questions represent simple puzzles that can help you build your skills for reading critically. Give an answer and brief explanation for each. 29. j ose had 6 bagels a nd a te all but 4 o f them. How many bagels were left? 30. Is it possible for a
man to marry his widow's sister> 3 1. Paris Hilton's rooster laid an egg in Britney Spears' yard. Who owns th e egg> 32. A large barrel is filled with 8 different kinds of fruit. How many individual fruitS must you remove from the barrel (without looking) to be certain that you have two o f the same fruit? 33.
Suppose you go to a conference an ended by 20 Canadians and 20 Norwegians. How many people must you meet to be certai n that you have met two Norwegians? 34. Su ppose you go to a con ference anend ed by 20 Canadians and 20 Norwegians. How many people must you meet to be certain that
you have met one Norwegian and one Canadian > 35. Suppose you go to a conference an ended by 20 Canadians and 20 Norwegians. How many people must you meet to be certai n that you have met two people of the same nationality> 36. A boy and his fa ther were in a car crash and were taken to
the emergency room. The surgeon looked at the boy and said, "I can't operate on th is boy; he is my son!" How is this possible> 37. Suzanne goes bowling at least o ne day per week, but never on two consecutive days. list a li the numbers of days per week that Su zan ne could go bowling. 38. A race car
driver completed the first lap in one minute and forty seconds. Despite a c rosswind, driving a t the same speed, he completed the second lap in 100 seconds. Give a possible explanation. 39. Ha lf of the people a t a party are women, and half o f th e people at the party love chocola te. Does it follow tha t
one quarter o f th e people at th e party are women who a re chocolate lovers> 40. Ha lf of a coumry's exportS consist o f com, a nd half of the com is from the state of Caldo nia. Does it follow tha t one quarter o f th e exportS consist o f corn fro m Caldonia> 41-44: Decision Making. Analyze the following
situations, and explain what decision you wou ld make and why. 4 1. You and your spouse are expecting a baby. Your current health insurance costS $ 115 per month, but doesn't cover prenatal care or delivery. You can upgrade to a policy that will 64 CHAPTER 1 Thinking Crit ically cover prenatal care
and delivery, but your new premium will be $275 per month. The cost of prenatal care and delivery is approximately $4000. 42. It's ti me to paint your living room. You and your nephew can do the job in four hours with no labor costs. However, you'll take those four hours off from your regular job that pays
$40 per hou r. Alternatively, )' OU can hi re a single painter who can paint the room in six hou rs at a rate of $30 per hour. Assume that the paint costs the same with either option. 43. Over a period of a year, you fly twice a month between two cities 1500 miles apart. Ave rage round-n ip cost on Airline A is
$350. Airline B offers t he same n ip for only $325. However, Airline A has a frequent flyer program in which you earn a free round-trip ticket after yo u fly 15,000 miles. Airli ne B does not have a freq uent fl yer program. 44. One day, your auto insurance agent calls and says that your insurance rates will
be increased. You have a choice of keeping your current deductible of $200 with a new premi um of $450 per year or going to a higher deductible of $1000 with a premiu m of $200 per year. In the past 10 years, you have flied claims of $100, $200, and $600. 45. IRS Guidelines on Who Must File a
Federal Tax Return. According to the IRS, a single person under age 65 (and not blind) must file a federal tax return if any of the following apply (numbers were for tax year 2012): (i) unearned income was more than $950. (ii) earned income was more than $5950. (iii) gross income was more than the
larger of $950 or the person's earned income (up to$5650) plus $300. Determine whether the following single people (under age 65 and not blind) must fi le a return. a. Maria had unearned income of $750, earned income of $6200, and gross income of $6950. b. Van had unearned income of $200, earned
income of $3000, and gross income of $3500. c. Walt had no unearned income and had earned and gross income of $5400. d. Helena had unearned income of $200, earned income of $5700, and gross income of $6000. 46. IRS Guidelines on Dependent Children. You may claim a child as a dependent
on your federal tax return if that person is a qualifying child who meets the following requirements: (i) The child must be your son, daughter, stepchild, foster ch ild, brother, sister, hal f-brother, half-sister, stepbrother, stepsister, o r a descendant of any of them. (ii) The child must be under age 19 at the
end of the year, under age 24 at the end of the )'Car and a full-time student, o r any age if permanently d isabled. (ii i) The child must have lived with you for more than half of the year, un less the absence is "temporary" for ed ucation, illness, vocation, business, or military service. (iv) The child must not
have provided more than half of his/ her support for the year. (v) The child cannot file a joi nt return. Determine whether you could clai m a child as a dependent in the following situations. a. You have a 22-year-old stepdaughter who is a full-time student, lives year-round in another state, and receives full



support from you. b. You have an 18-year-o ld son who works full-time writing software, lives with you, and supports hi mself. c. Your nephew (who cannot be claimed by anyone else) is a 20-year-old full-ti me student who lives with and is su pported by you. d. Your half-brother is an 18-year-old part-time
student who lived with you for eight months of the tax year and received two-thirds of his support from you. 4 7. Credit Card Agreement. The following rules are among the many provisions of a particular credit card agreement. For the regular plan, tlte min imum payment due is !he greaLer of $10.00 or 5%
of !he new balance shown on your stalemenl (rounded to the neares1 $1.00) plus any unpaid /aLe fees and reLUrned check fees, and any amounls shown as pas! due on your swtemenl. If you make a purchase under a regular plan, no fina nce charges will be imposed in any billing period in which (i)
!here is no previous balance or (i i) payments received and credits issued by !he payment due daLe, which is 25 days afur !he swwnenl closing date shown on your las! staLemenl, equal or exceed 11te previous balance. if !he new balance is no! salisfied in f ull by 11te paymenl due date shown on your
las! swwnenl, there will be a fi nance charge on each purchase from the date of purchase. a. If the new balance in your account is $8 and you have $35 in unpaid late fees, what is your minimum payment due> b. Suppose you have a previous balance of $150 and you pay $200 one month after the
statement closing date. Will you be assessed a finance charge> c. In part (b), if you make a purchase on the same day that you make the $200 payment, \viii a finance charge be assessed on that purchase? 48. Apple• EULA. An end-user license agreement (EULA) is a contract between a software
manufacturer and a user that spells out the terms of use of the software (that most of us accept without reading!) . Within the many pages of the EULA for Apple's iTunes Store are the following clauses. a. Apple reserves tlte righl at any time LO modify this Agreement and to impose new or addiliona/
Lerrns or conditions on your use of tlte i1imes Sen•ice. Such modificalions and additional terms and condilions will be effeaive immediately and incorporaLed into this Agreemenl. Your conlinued use of the iTunes Service will be deemed acceptance thereof b. Apple is not responsible for typographic errors.
1 E Crit ical Th in k in g in Everyday Lif e a. Do new conditions for the use o f iTunes Store need to be approved by the user> b. Are users nocifled of changes in che EULA? c. What potential risks for the user do you see in clause (a)? d . What potential ris ks for the user do you see in clause (b)? 49.
Texas Eth ics. In its "Guide co Eth ics Laws," che Texas Eth ics Commission states: A stale officer or employee should no! accepl or solicit any gift, favor, or service that might reasonably tend to influence 1he officer or employee in 1he discharge of official duties or 1ha1 the officer or employee knows or
should know is being offered with the intent 10 influence the officer'$ or employees 65 ending the gruesome gun violence that is destroying our famil ies and communities." - Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, "CSGV Statement on Introduction o f Assault Weapons Ban Legislation," January 24, 2013 54. "The
President is trying to avoid talking about the real subject that threatens o ur country- and that's the debt. We have an illusion of wealth, but there is sci II great danger that we'll run into another crisis like we did in 2008. The wealth is built from fa ke money, it's built from manufacturing new money to paper
over o ur debt." - Senator Rand Paul, Republican, Kentucky 55. Poetry and Mathematics. Consider the following poem by the English poet A.E. Housman (1859-1936) . official condua . a. Imagine that you are a state representative. Do you believe ic would be legal co accept a maxi mum campaign
contribution from a person if you knew nothing about the person except her name? b. Describe a situation in which you (as a state representative) would accept a contribution because ic clearly conforms with this guideline. Then describe a situation in which you would not accept a contribution because it
clearly violates this guideline. 50-54: Critical Thin king . Consider the following short arguments that support a conclusion (which may only be implied). Use critical th inking methods to analyze the arguments and determine whether the conclusion is convincing. Write out your analysis carefully. 50.
Newspapers have been a mainstay of American life for two centuries. However, their very existence is being threatened by Internet news sources. There is no substitute for newspapers as a local news source. Furthermore, for national issues, c itizens need the investigative reporting of trained and
independent newspaper journalists, rather than the biased opinions o f Internet bloggers. 5 1. The N.C.A.A. claims to represent the interests o f ath letes and universities, but it frequently acts to maxim ize revenue from a thletic events while trying to hide scanda ls involving a thletes and putting down any a
ttempts by athletes to un ionize. Clearly, its real purpose has become little more than protecting its lucrative brand while preventing its revenue-producing labor force-college football and basketball players- from making any money. 52. "A free people should be an armed people. It insures against the
tyranny of the government. If they know the biggest army is the American people, then you don't have the tyranny that came from King George." -Representative Chris Gohmert, Texas 53. "We know that assault weapons and high-capacity ammunition magazines are weapons of choice in contemporary
mass shootings. We know that law enforcement officers nationwide are increasingly finding themselves staring down the barrels of assault weapons in the hands of criminals . The ti me has come for action. The enactment o f Senator Feinstein's legislation would be a significant step toward LOVELIEST
OF TREES Loveliest of trees, the cherry now Is hung with bloom along the bough And stands abou11he woodland ride Wearing white for Eastenide. Now, of my threescore years and ten, Twenty will not come again, And take from seventy springs a score, It only leaves me fifty more. And since to loolt
allhings in bloom Fifly springs are little room, Aboul the woodlands I will go To see the cherry hung with snow. How old was the poet at the time he wrote this poem? (Hint: A score is 20.) Based on your reading of this poem, how m uch longer does the poet expect to live? Explain. 56. Interpreting the Se
Now tty Exercises 21-24. 75 76 CHAPTER 2 Approaches to Prob lem Solvi ng Squares, Cubes, and Hyphens Other key words arise with un its raised to powe rs. For example: • To find the area of a room , we multiply its length by its width (F igure 2.1). If the room is 12 feet long and 10 feet wide, its a rea
is 12ft X 10ft = 120(ft X ft) = 120 ft 2 We read this a rea as "120 square feet," in which the key word square implies the second power. Note that we multiply the numbe rs ( 12 X 10 = 120) separately from the units ( ft X ft = ft 2 ) but keep track of both. 12ft Each small square is 1 foot _ _c---.:..:..;~---, on :1
side and therefore hao; an area of 1 ft1. Area 1-The floor fits 110 of the =11ft.>< 10ft 10ft 1 fr~ boxes, so the toul =120ft' area j(O 120 ft2 - lhe same :lll.S'ACt}OU find by multiplying the length b) the" idth. FIGURE 2.1 Multiplying a length in feet by a width in feet gives an area in square feet (ft2). • To find
the volume of a box, we multiply its width , depth, and height (Figu re 2.2). If the box is 6 inches wide, 4 inches deep, and 10 inches high, its volume is 6 in X 4 in X 10 in = 240 ( in X in X in) = 240 in3 10 in \\'e imagine the box filled with cubes l inch on a s ide, so each bas a volwne of 1 inJ The total
volume is 6 in x 4 in x 10 in •140 in;. 6 in FIGURE 2.2 If we measure the side lengths of a box in inches, we calculate its volume in cubic inches (inl]. We read th is volume as "240 cubic inches," noting that the key word cubic implies the th ird power. ~ Now try Exercises 25- 26. So fa r, all the key words
we've used with un its should be familiar from eve ryday life. Howeve r, the re is one more com mon key wo rd, or rathe r key sy mbol, that o ften a rises with units: a hyphen. Fo r exa mple, if you look at a utility bill, it will p robably state electricity usage in un its of "kilowatt-hours." The hyphen means
multiplication. That is, if a movie set uses a 0.5-kilowatt light bulb for a time of 6 hours, its ene rgy usage is 0.5 kilowatt X 6 h r = 3 kilowatt X hr = 3 kilowall-h r +-Read"' -krlowatt-hours. 2A Understand, Solve, and Explain lf=#M!Qf¥1 77 Identifying Units Identify the units o f the answer in each of the
following cases. a. The price you paid fo r gasoli ne, found by dividing its total cost in dollars by the number o f gallons o f gas that you bought. b. The area o f a circle, found with the fo rmula 7rr 2 , whe re the radius r is measured in centimeters. (Note that 7r is a number without units.) c. A volume found
by multiplying an area measured in acres by a depth measured in feet. Solution a. The price o f the gasoline has units o f dollars divided by gallons, which we write as $/ gal and read as "dollars per gallon." b. The area o f the circle has u nits of centimeters to the second powe r, which we write as cm 2
and read as "square centimete rs." c. In this case, the volume has units of acres X feet, which we write and read as "acre-feet." This unit of volume is commonly used by hydrologists (water enginee rs) in the Un ited States. 1> Now try Exercises 27- 32. Think About It F ind at least five numbe rs in news
articles, and in each case identi fy the units of the number. Unit Analysis as a Problem-Solving Aid You have probably al ready noticed that unit analysis can be very useful to ou r Unde rstand-Solve-Explain process. In fact, unit analysis can be so powe rful that scientists often start analyzing a p roblem
by looking at its units, an approach that has led to important d iscoveries. Moreover, once we determine the expected u nits o f an answer, we can use unit analysis to check our wo rk and identify any erro rs. The following box summarizes some of the key ideas of unit analysis, and Examples 4 and 5 then
illustrate how LO use unit analysis to help find pathways to solutions. Summary of Unit Analysis • You generally cannot add o r subtract numbers with d ifferent u nits, bu t you can co mbine differen t un its th rough multiplica tion, divis ion, or rais ing to powers. Always pe rform all operations on bo th the
numbers and the ir associated u nits. • The following key words will help you identify the appropriate operations: KeyWord or Symbol per of o r hyphen S(jtlare ct1be or cubic Operation Example Division Read miles Multiplication Read kilowatts Raising to second powe r Read ft X ft, o r ft2, as "squa re feet"
or "feet Raising to third power ~ hou rs as "miles pe r hour." X hou rs as "kilowatt-hours." squared." Read ft X ft X ft, o r ft3, as "cubic feet" or "feet cubed." • It is easier to keep track of u nits if you replace d ivision with multiplication by the rec iprocal. Fo r exa mple, instead o f dividing by 60 ,;~" , multiply by
1 60~" . • When you co mplete your calculations, make su re that your answe r has the units you expected. If it doesn't, you've done something wrong. BYTHEWAY----------An acre was originally defined as the amount of land a pair of oxen could plow in a day. Today, it is defined as~ of a square mile, or
43,560 square feet (which is about 10% less than the area of an American football field without the end zones). An acre-foot is therefore equivalent to a volume of 43,560 ft3. 78 CHAPTER 2 Approaches to Problem Solvi ng lfliMI§!jl Using Units to Find a Pathway How many crates do you need to hold
2000 apples if each crate holds 40 apples1 Solution Although you might immediately know how to solve th is problem, we'll apply un it analysis in the "understand" step to show how it leads us to a pathway to the solution. Understand: The question asks "how many crates," so the answer should have un
itS of crates. Notice that the statement "each crate holds 40 apples" implies that we can fit 40 apples per crate, which we write as 40 apples/ crate. We now look for a way to combine 2000 apples and 40 apples/ crate that gives us an answe r with the correct units. If you try various operations, you'll find
that the only one that makes sense and getS us to the correct final unitS (crates) is to d ivide 2000 apples by 40 apples/ crate. Solve: We carry out the calculation, dividing 2000 apples by the crate capacity of 40 apples/ crate. As usual, we replace d ivision with multiplication by the recip rocal ("inve rt and
multiply"), which makes it much easier to see that the unitS of "apples" cancel and leave the final answer in unitS of crates. 2000 apples + 40 apples crate = 2000 ~ X 1 crate ~ 40 3-f'p•~s = 50 crates tn\--ert and muluply Explain: Using crates that hold 40 apples each, you need 50 c rates LO hold 1> Now
try Exercises 33-40. 2000 apples. lifliMI§!ij Exam Check You are a grader for a math course. An exam question reads: "Eli pu rchased 5 pounds of apples at a price of 50 cents per pound. How much did he pay for the apples?" On the 10. He paid 10 cents." Write a paper you are g rading, a student has
written: "50 + 5 note to the student explain ing what went wrong. = Solution Dear student: First, notice that your answer does not make sense. If 1 pound of apples costs 50¢, how could 5 pounds cost only 10¢? You could have prevented you r error by keeping track of the un its. In the exam question, the
number 50 has units of cents per pound and the number 5 has un its of pounds. Therefore, your calculation "50 + 5 = 10" me.ans ¢ so - lb ¢ + s lb = so - lb 1 ¢ = 10 -Jb2 Sib x - (As usual, we replaced the division with multiplication by the reciprocal.) Your calculation gives units of "cents pe r square
pound," so it cannot be correct for a question that asks for a p rice. The correct calculation multiplies the price per pound by the weight in pounds: ¢ 50 Jl) X 5 il) = 250¢ = $2.50 The units now cancel as they should: The 5 pounds of apples cost $2.50. 1> Now try Exercises 41-44. 2A Understand, Solve,
and Explain Unit Conversions Another impo rtant use of un it analysis comes in conve rting numbe rs from one un it to anothe r unit, such as from miles to kilometers or quarts to cups. As a simple example, suppose we want to convert 2 feet to inches. Because l foot is the same as 12 inches, we do the
conve rsion as follows: =2k 2 ft 12 in X -- 1k = 24 in 1. hcc.:tll'iot 12m-lit Notice that, in multiplying by 1 n~, we\•e really j ust multiplied by l , because 12 inches and 1 foot are equal. This idea extends to all unit convers ions: We always multiply by an approp riate fo rm of l so we don't change the meaning of
the original exp ression. Fo r example, the following are all d ifferent ways of writing 1: 1= l l = 88 t l kilogram = l = l kilogram 4 = 1 week 12 inches = 7 days 1 foot The last expression (which we used in ou r example) shows the necessity of staling units: 12 ~ 1 is not l , but 12 in ~ 1 ft is 1. Conversion
Factors n,". The te rm 1 which is equal to 1, is often called a conversion factor. We can write th is conve rsion factor in three equ ivalent ways: 12 in = lft or 12 in 1ft = 1ft or 12 in = You can solve any un it conve rsion problem s imply by identifying (o r looking up) the conve rsion factor that gives you an
appropriate form of 1. lif:'MIQ!Jj Inches to Feet Conve rt a length of 102 inches to feet. Solution We start with the term 102 inches on the left, as shown below. Our goal is to multiply this term by l in a form that will change the units from inches to feet. We therefore use the conve rsion factor in the fo rm that
has inches in the denominatOr, so that inches cancel: 102 in = 102 in x 1ft 12 .m = 8.5 ft I A length of 102 inches is equal to 8.5 feet. ,. Now try Exercises 45-46. 79 80 CHAPTER 2 Approaches to Prob lem Solvi ng lfliJ.j!Q!iJ Seconds to Minutes Convert a time o f 3000 seconds into minutes. Solution
There a re 60 seconds in 1 minute, so we can wri te the conversion factor in the following three forms: 1 min = 60s or 1 min = 1 60s or We start with the term 3000 seconds on the left and note that the middle form o f the conversion factOr causes seconds to cancel, giving an answer in minutes: 3000 s =
3000 sX 1 min 3000 = - - min = 50 min 60 s 60 --- • Now try Exercises 47-48. A time of 3000 seconds is equal to 50 minutes. Think About It In Example 7, s uppose you accidentally used the third fo rm of the conversion factor ( /~~n) . What units would your answer havd How would you know that you'd
done the problem inco rrectly1 lfliJ.j!Q!j:l Using a Chain of Conversions How many seconds are there in one day? Solution Most of us don't immediately know the answer to this question, but we do know that 1 day = 24 h r, 1 h r = 60 min, and 1 min = 60s. We can answe r the question by setting up a chain
of unit conve rsions in which we s tart with day and end up with seconds: .mrn """"i"'hf X 24 J:r( 60 1 da)' X 1 d«S' X ··········································· [. Brief Review ;. - . . ... Decimal Fractions For a fraction in decimal form, each digit corresponds to a certain p lace value, which is always a power of 10
(such as 10, 100, 1000, ... ) . The following example shows values for the decimal places in the numb€r 3.141. 3 on~~ ( 1) + (d ttimal (0.1 - t\;) hundredth!\ (0.01 - *-l thousandths (000 1 -~) pomt) Converting to Common Form Converting a fraction from decimal to common form requires recognizing the
value of the last digit in the decimal. For example: 4 315 0.4 = 10 3.15 = 100 = J!!._ 1000 Converting to Decimal Form To convert a common fraction into decimal forrn, we carry out the division implied by the fraction. For example: 2:. 4 tent~ 0.097 60 s 1 .m1fl = 86,400 S 4 = 1 ... 4 = 0 .25 Many common
fractions cannot be written exactly in decimal forrn. For example, the decimal fonn of ! contains an end less string of threes: 31 = 0 .3333333 ... In mathematics, we o ften represent su ch a pattern with a bar. For example, the bar over the 3 in 0.3 means that the 3 repeats indefinitely. In daily life, we
usually round repeating decimals, and~ is often rounded to 0.33. • Now try Exercises 15-18. ................................................................................................................................................................ 2A Understand, So lve, and Explain 81 By using the conve rsion factors needed to cancel the appropriate units,
we are left with the answe r in seconds. (Notice the similarity to the convers ion chain used in Example 1.) There are 86,400 seconds in one day. ~ Now try Exercises 49- 52. Conversionswith Units Raised to Powers We must take special care when conve rting un its raised to powers. Fo r example,
suppose we want to know the number or squa re feet in a square yard. We may not know the conversion [acto r between square yards (yd2 ) and squa re feet (£t 2 ) , but we know that 1 yd = 3 Ct. Therefore, we can replace 1 yard by 3 feet when we wri te out 1 square yard: 1 yd 2 = 1 yd X 1 yd = 3 £t X 3
£t = 9 [t 2 I yd That is, 1 square yard is the same as 9 square feet. We can also find this conve rsion factor by squari ng both s ides or the yards-to-feet convers ion: squarr: 1 yd = 3ft bothstdt:!t -;quare uch term Figure 2.3 confi rms that 9 square feet fit exactly into 1 square yard. As usual, we can write the
conversion [actOr in three equivalent forms: I yd ~ I ft 1 1 rl 1 rl I ft I ft 1 1 rl 1 rl I ft I ft 1 1 rl 1 rl I ft ~ I ft 9 ft or I!!SJ&IP!¥1 1 yd2 = 1 Carpeting a Room You want to carpet a room that measu res 10 feet by 12 feet, making an area or 120 squa re feet. But carpet is usually sold by the square yard. How
many square ya rds or carpet do you need? Solution We need to convert the room's a rea from unitS or square feet to square yards, so we use the conve rsion factor in the Co nn that has square feet (£t2 ) in the denom inator: Note that we rounded the answe r to the nearest 0.1 square yard. Most sto res
will not sell fractions or a square yard, so you will need to buy 14 square yards o r carpet for a 10-foot by 12-foot room. ~ Now try Exercises 53- 56. Think About It Although we d id not list the individual Unde rstand-Solve-Explain steps in Example 9 (and won't in most othe r cases throughout this book),
they are implicit in the solution. Describe how we could have wri tten the three steps. (Note: H you need more problem-solving practice, you may find it useful to also identify the three steps on the examples that follow.) iifiSMIQ!il•i I ft I ft 2 Cubic Units: Purchasing Garden Soil You a re p reparing a
vegetable garden that is 40 feet long and 16 feet wide, and you need enough soil to fill it to a depth or 1 foot. The landscape supply sto re sells soil by the cubic yard. How much soil should you o rder? FIGURE 2.3 Notice that 1 square yard contains 9 square feet. 82 CHAPTER 2 Approaches to Problem
Solvi ng Solution To find the volume o f soil that should be ordered, we multiply the garden's length (40 feet) , width (16 feet), and depth (1 foot): 40 ft X 16 ft X 1 ft = 640 ft3 Because soil is sold by the cubic yard, we need to convert this volume from units of cubic feet to cubic yards. We know that 1 yd = 3
ft, so we find the required conve rsion factor by cubing both sides o f this equation: 1 yd = 3ft cube both sideoo cube uch term = In the last step, we recogn ized that 33 3 X 3 X 3 conversion factor in three equivalent fo rms: 1 yd3 --= 1 27 ft3 or = 27. As usual , we can write th is or To convert the soil
volume from cubic feet to cubic yards, we use the conve rsion factor that has cubic feet ( ft3 ) in the denominator: 1 yd3 640 640 ~ X - - = yd3 = 23.7yd3 27 ~ 27 You will need tO order abou t 24 cubic yards o f soil for your garden. Jl> Now try Exercises 57-60. Currency Conversions A particularly
important type of convers ion in everyday life is from one country's money, or currency, to anothe r's . Converting between cu rrenc ies is a unit convers ion problem in which the conversion factors are known as the exchange rates. Table 2. 1 shows a typ ical table of currency exchange ra tes: • Use the
numbe rs in the co lumn "Dollars per Foreign" to convert from fore ign currency into U.S. dollars. Fo r example, this column shows that 1 euro $1.058. = Cu rrency exchange rates are constantly changing, but you can get current ra tes by typing "exchange rates" into any sea rch engine. Google will also do
direct conversions; for example, typing "25 euros in dollars" will tell you today's dollar value of 25 euros. • Use the numbers in the column "Foreign per Dollar" to convert U.S. dollars into fo reign currency. For example, this column shows that $1 0.9449 euro. = Think About It Find the recip rocals of the
numbers in the "Dollars per Foreign" column of Table 2. 1. Are your results the numbers in the "Foreign per Dollar" column? Why or why not? lt·Mfii Sample Currency Exchange Rates (January 2017) .. ~~-rr.~~-~Y.......................... l:'l()llars per Foreig~ ..................f.()r~_i.~~.. P..~'..I:'l().l_l~'. British pound 25
~rosin dollars ··························· ·······-········· 25 Euro tqu61~ Canadian dollar 26.46 US Dollar European euro 2S Euro 26.46 US Dollar 1.221 ······························· 0.8191 0.7586 1.318 1.058 0.9449 ···································-
······································································································· Jap~nese yen Mexican peso - .....O.:O.O.S.~S.S... . . . . . . . . 0.04574 ......... 11_S.:S.................... 21.86 ................................... ...................................................................................................... . 2A Understand, So lve, and
Explain lifl$J?I§!Ifl BY THE Price Conversion At a French department store, the price for a pair of jeans is 85 euros. What is the price in U.S. dollars 1 Use the exchange rates in Table 2.1. Solution In the "Dollars per Foreign" column in Table 2.1, we see that1 eu ro = $1.058. As usual, we can write this
conversion facto r in two other equivalent forms: 1 euro = $1.058 or $1.058 = 1 1 euro We use the latter form to convert the price from euros to dollars: 85 e.Uf6 X 8 $: ! = $89.93 ~ Now The price of 85 eu ros is equ ivalent to $89.93. iif:ijW§!ifJ try Exercises 61- 62. Buying Currency You a re on holiday in
Mex ico and need cash. How many pesos can you buy with $100? Use the exchange rates in Table 2.1 and igno re any transaction fees. Solution In the "Foreign per Dollar" column in Table 2.1, we see that $1 = 21.86 pesos. We use this conve rsion in the form that puts dollars in the denominator so that
the dollars cancel: $ 100 X 21.86 pesos $ = 2186 pesos 1 ~ Your $100 will buy 2186 pesos. lifj$J?I§!IQ Now try Exercises 63- 64. Gas Price per Liter A gas station in Canada sells gasoline for CAD 1.34 per liter. (CAD is an abbreviation for Canadian dolla rs.) What is the price in dollars pe r gallon 1 Use
the currency exchange rate in Table 2.1 and the fact that 1 gallon is equivalent to 3. 785 liters. Solution We use a chain of conversions to convert from CAD to dollars and then from lite rs to gallons. From Table 2.1, the cu rrency conve rs ion is $0.7586 per CAD, and we use the fact that 1 gallon =
3.7851iters implies a conversion of 3.785 liters per gallon: 1.34 CAU 1 JC $0.7586 1 .cM5 $3.85 3.785 JC = 1 gal 1 gal ---- X --- X --- The price of the gasoline is about $3.85 pe r gallon. ~ Now try Exercises 65- 66. 83 WAY---------- The euro, which was first adopte a. divided by 6. If you multiply an area in
square feet by a height in feet, the result will have units o f b. multiplied by a. feet. c. in addition to b. feet2 3. What does the word of mean> a. d ivided by b. multiplied by c. in addition to 4. You are given two pieces of information: (1) the price o f gasoline in d ollars per gallon and (2) the gas mileage of a
car in miles per gallon. You are asked to find the cost of driving th is car in d ollars per mile. You should c. feetJ 7. There are 1760 yards in a mile. Therefore, 1 cubic mile represents a. 1760 square yards. b. 176o3 ya rdsJ c. 176o3 yards. 8 . One square foot is equivalent to a. 12 square inches. a. divide
the price of gas by the car's gas mileage. b. 120 square inches. b. multiply the price of gas by the car's gas mileage. c. 144 square inches. c. divide the car's gas mileage by the price of gas. 84 a fee every time you make an exchange. Here are a few general hints for exchanging currency: 9. You buy
apples wlule tra,·ehng in Europe. The price is most likely to be quoted in 85 Understand, Solve, and Explain 2A 10. If the current exchange rate is $1.058 per euro, then a. Sl is w·onh more than I euro. a. curos per kilogram. b. I euro is worth more than $1. b. curos per liter. c. Sl is wonh 0.8 curos. c. curos
per meter. ~i~~~-~-i-~~~---2A --~ . ....... . -· .. .. . . . .. 14. E'"'luate the following expressions. REVIEW QUESTIONS I l. Briefly describe the Understand-Solve-Explain approach to problem solving, givmg examples of things you should consider in each step. b. .!.Q_ X~ I a.-+3 5 4 6 3 f. e.-+5 2. What arc
units? Briefly describe how units can help you check your answers and solve problems. Give examples. 15 3 c. 7 ~x!. 5 1 l d. 3 2+ 3+ 4 h.~ 13 g.3+6 7 2 1 4- 8 s X lOX~ 3 2 15. \'/rite each of the follo"~ng as a common fraction. 3. Describe the meaning of the key words per, of, sqr.are, and cube, and
explain the meaning of a hyphen in units. 4. Explain why a unit conversion involves just multiplying by l. Find the two fonns o f l that are equivalent to the conversio n lib = l6 oz. 5. Explain in words or with a picture why there are 9 square feet in I square )'ard and 27 cubic feeL in l cubic yard. Then describe
gcncrall)' how to 11 nd conversion factors involving squares or cubes. a. 3.5 b. 0.3 c. 0.05 d. 4.1 e. 2.15 f. 0.35 g. 0.98 h . 4.01 16. Write each of the foll owing as a com mon fraction. a. 2. 75 b. 0.45 c. 0.005 d. 1.16 e. 6.5 f. 4.123 g. 0.0003 h. 0.034 17. Convert the following fractions to decimal form; round
to the nearest thousand! h if necessary. 6. Describe how to read and use the currency data in Table 2.1. a. DOES IT MAKE SENSE? c.l 4 13 Decide whether ea using and understanding mathematics 7th edition pdf. using and understanding mathematics 7th edition answers. using and understanding
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